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1.

INTRODUCTION

Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) is a congenital cardiac disease named after the French physician
Etienne-Louis Arthur Fallot. The condition was first described by Niels Stensen back in 1671. EtienneLouis Arthur Fallot detailed the four cardinal characteristics of this cyanotic cardiac disease back in
1888: 1. the pulmonary stenosis, 2. the ventricular septal defect (VSD), 3. the aortic root overriding the
VSD and 4. the hypertrophy of the right ventricle. This lesion occurs in 3/10.000 live births and accounts
for 7-10% of all congenital cardiac malformations.(1)

1.1. Etiology
The cause of this congenital cardiac disease is multifactorial. Environmental and/or genetic factors play
a role in the development.(2) TOF is a well-recognized feature in some chromosomal anomalies like
trisomy 21, 18 and 13 as well as in the microdeletion syndrome 22q11.2. Mutations in the following
genes have sporadically been identified: JAG1, NOTCH2, NKX2-5, ZFPM2, FOXC2 GDF1, GATA4, TBX5
and TBX1.(2) Besides the chromosomal defects there are reports were TOF is associated with
untreated maternal diabetes, phenylketonuria and intake of retinoic acid.(1)

Fig. 1. Anatomical drawing showing the four cardinal features of tetralogy of Fallot. The ventricular septal defect, the override of the aortic
root, the subpulmonary and pulmonary stenosis and the RV hypertrophy. VSD ventricular septal defect, Ao aorta, RV right ventricle.
Baumgartner H. et al. Eur Heart J 2020 (3) Reprint with permission of Oxford University Press.
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1.2.

Pathophysiology

The embryological basis of the lesions in TOF is related to antero-cephalad deviation of the outlet
ventricular septum. The deviation of the muscular outlet septum creates a malalignment VSD resulting
in overriding of the aortic root. The deviation of the septum together with the septoparietal
trabeculations that encircle the subpulmonary outflow tract create the stenosis of the right ventricular
outflow tract (RVOT). The RVOT stenosis and large VSD results in systemic RV pressure leading to
hypertrophy of the right ventricle.(4,5) The RVOT obstruction can occur at different levels. There is a
variable dynamic sub-pulmonary stenosis due to the deviation of the infundibular septum and
muscular bands. The pulmonary valve may be hypoplastic or atretic, and often the pulmonary trunk
and arteries are also diminutive in variable degrees.
At birth the severity of cyanosis is related to the degree of obstruction of the blood flow to the lungs.(1)
Some patients with TOF will develop hypercyanotic episodes (spells) characterized by a sudden
decrease in oxygen saturation. The spells can start within weeks after birth. These can be precipitated
by factors such as dehydration or agitation. These spells are attributable to acute subpulmonary
obstruction and in severe cases collapse and even death can ensue. Without palliative surgery or
repair, the majority of patients with TOF will not reach adulthood with an average life expectancy of
approximately 12 years. Less than 3% of unoperated patients survive beyond the age of 40 years.(6)

1.3. Overall Survival

The overall survival following TOF repair improved significantly in the last decades. Before 1980, the
surgical approach consisted of a 2-staged repair; a Blalock-Taussig (BT) or a Waterston shunt in the
first year of life followed by surgical repair around the age of 4-5 years. The postoperative mortality
reported in that era was 2.5% at the shunt stage and 3.6% for combined shunt and corrective
surgery.(7) In the 80s’ most centers changed their strategy to a single stage repair. The actual
postoperative mortality for a complete repair ranges from 1.1 % to 3.7 %.(8–11)
Although the long-term survival of TOF patients has improved, it remains reduced.(12) Karamlou et al
presented the long-term survival of different interventional era’s. Of patients who were admitted
around 1950, less than 50% survived the subsequent twenty years. With improved techniques in the
era of 1980 survival at 20 years increased to 80%, and to over 90% from 1990 and onwards.(8) A recent
report of long-term follow-up of 453 patients after transatrial-transpulmonary repair showed 93 %
survival 30 years after surgery.(13) The overall survival of 645 patients with repaired TOF followed at
our institution (University Hospitals Leuven) was 90.9% at the age of 40 years. The overall survival of
TOF patients is lower compared to the survival of the general Belgian population (Fig 2).
8

Figure 2 Kaplan-Meier showing the general survival of TOF patients who underwent TOF repair at the University Hospitals Leuven from 1960
until 2020 (color red) compared to the survival of the general Belgian population (color blue) (Data source of the survival of the general
Belgian population is Statbel General Statistics Belgium 2019)

1.4. Treatment

The surgical treatment era of patients with tetralogy of Fallot started in 1944 with Alfred Blalock, Helen
Taussig and Vivian Thomas at the John Hopkins institute in the United States (US). In 1939 Blalock and
Levy reported experiments in dogs in which they anastomosed the left subclavian artery to the left
pulmonary artery.(14,15) The first operation in patients with TOF was performed In 1944. This was
followed with a detailed description of the operations on the first 3 children in 1945 by Blalock and
Taussig. In one patient the subclavian artery and in the other 2 cases the innominate artery was used
to create a systemic-to-pulmonary artery shunt.(16–21) Years later the shunt was modified using
prosthetic material as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) to create a systemic-to-pulmonary shunt. The
‘modified’ shunt with PTFE was anastomosed between the subclavian artery and the pulmonary
artery.(21) (Fig.3)

Figure 3 Schematic diagram showing the various locations of palliative systemic to pulmonary shunts. Kochav Adult Congenital Heart Disease
in Clinical practice 2018 (22) Reprint with permission of Springer Nature.
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Walton Lillehei performed the first intracardiac repair in 1954 in patients with TOF at the Boston
Children’s Hospital (US). Between March 1954 and may 1955 dr. Lillehei and his team operated 45
children with VSD, TOF and atrioventricular canal defects using parental cross-circulation.(23,24) By
the end of the 1950s, mechanical cardiopulmonary bypass was available and the intracardiac repair of
patients with tetralogy of Fallot became more feasible.(25–27)
From the 1950s to the 1980s, it was common to undertake a staged approach consisting of an initial
palliative shunt followed by surgical repair around the age of 5 years.(7,8) In the initial surgical repair
technique a large incision in the RVOT into the main pulmonary artery (PA) was used. The ventricular
septal defect (VSD) was closed using a patch and the muscular tissue responsible for the subpulmonary
stenosis resected. The outflow tract was closed using a patch, the so-called transannular patch. (Fig.
4) This technique disrupted the integrity of the pulmonary valve. In the beginning of 90’s successful
transatrial followed by transpulmonary repair was reported. This procedure is aimed at reducing the
extent of the ventriculotomy.(28–30)

Figure 4 The appearance of a transannular patch used to enlarge a hypoplastic PV annulus and main pulmonary trunk. Hirsch and Bove (28)
Reprint with permission of Springer Nature.

Surgical repair by means of a transannular patch provides excellent relief of right ventricular outflow
tract obstruction (RVOTO) but at the expense of pulmonary valve regurgitation which leads to right
ventricle (RV) dilatation over time. Eventually, the patient requires a pulmonary valve replacement.
Therefore, surgeons established valve sparing techniques in the hope of preserving pulmonary valve
competence and reducing RV long-term stress.(31–33)
In the current era some centers perform early complete repair in the neonatal period when
oxygenation is compromised. This approach has a higher immediate postoperative mortality ranging
between 4.6% and 6.4% and a 5 year survival of 92%. These results are worse compared to a staged
repair.(10,34)
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1.5. Residual lesions and long-term risks
In patients with repaired TOF there are often residual lesions such as RVOTO and more commonly,
pulmonary valve regurgitation. Other long-term risks for patients with TOF after surgical repair include
ventricular dysfunction and malignant arrhythmias that may lead to sudden cardiac death
(SCD).(35,36)

Data from the International Multicenter TOF Registry (INDICATOR) demonstrated that residual RVOTO
resulting in progressive RV hypertrophy is a long-term risk factor for ventricular tachycardia (VT).(37)
In 1-7% of patients with residual RVOTO re-intervention will be required during long-term followup.(38)

Pulmonary valve regurgitation is more common during long-term follow-up and induces RV volume
overload. The RV dilatation can lead to tricuspid regurgitation and RV dysfunction. Most patients with
repaired TOF have a right bundle branch block (RBBB) with QRS prolongation. This block leads to
delayed electrical activation of the RVOT and the infundibular region.(39) RBBB and RV dyssynchrony
are contributing factors in progressive RV dysfunction.(40,41) In adults with repaired TOF and RBBB an
increased intra-RV and intra-LV dyssynchrony was observed in the TOF group compared to healthy
individuals. RV pacing failed to improve hemodynamics.(39)
In a study consisting of 16 adults with repaired TOF an epicardial electroanatomic map of the RV was
created and single and dual-site RV pacing was applied. The commonest site of late activation was the
RV free wall and the RVOT was subject to great variation in activation, which was latest in patients with
a transannular patch. Targeted single (alternate) site RV pacing resulted in significant improvement of
the cardiac output, superior when compared to RV apical or dual site RV pacing.(42)
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Figure 5 Pathophysiological diagram of the residual lesions at the level of the ventricles and long-term risks

The RV shows adaptation and remodeling to maintain a compensated state and, when these
compensatory mechanisms fail, RV failure occurs.(43) The transition from an adaptive remodeling
process to an adverse remodeling process is poorly understood.(38) The mechanism of progressive RV
failure as suggested by Tal Geva is that following surgical repair, the RV mass-to-volume ratio decreases
with an increase of the end systolic volumes and a decrease of RV ejection fraction.(40) Cardiac
magnetic resonance (CMR) data in adults with repaired TOF demonstrated expansion of the
extracellular volume (ECV) fraction which reflects the ratio of extracellular matrix volume to total
myocardial volume. The increased ECV was observed in RV volume overload and was negatively related
to RV mass-to-volume ratio which suggests myocyte loss and diffuse fibrosis.(44)
Due to the interventricular interdependence, the RV dysfunction can, in turn lead to left ventricular
(LV) dysfunction.(40) Left ventricular dysfunction has been detected in 21-23% of adult patients with
repaired TOF.(35,36)

Atrial as well as ventricular arrhythmias have been reported in 12% - 36% of patients after TOF
repair.(8,45–47) There is a steep increase in the development of arrhythmias after the age of 45
years.(48) Estimated lifetime prevalence of atrial arrhythmias is 20%.(3) The most common atrial
arrhythmia is an intra-atrial reentry-tachycardia. Ventricular arrhythmias consist of polymorphic
ventricular tachycardias and fibrillation. Both polymorphic and monomorphic VT and VF can lead to
sudden cardiac death (SCD). Gatzoulis et al and Redington et al estimated the annual risk of sudden
death at 0.2%.(43,46) Murphy et al demonstrated a risk of SCD of 6% after TOF repair.(47) QRS
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prolongation of > 180 milliseconds has been identified as a risk factor for SCD.(45,46) Other risk factors
include severe pulmonary regurgitation (PR), severe RV dilation, left ventricular dysfunction and older
age at complete repair.(49) Malignant arrhythmias may already be present at a young age.(12) A recent
survey looking at the need for cardiac implantable electronic devices (CIED) in adults with repaired TOF
showed a 4.3% overall implantation (792/18.353) of which 30.6% were pacemakers and the vast
majority 69.4% were implantable cardiac defibrillators (ICDs). The mean age at implantation was 42.6+13.9 years.(50) A risk score has been developed to identify patients who would benefit from an ICD.(51)
The recommendations for the management of ventricular arrhythmias and prevention of sudden
death in patients with congenital heart disease have been published by the European Society of
Cardiology (ESC) and American College of Cardiology (AHA/ACC).(52,53)

Data from the International Multicenter TOF Registry (INDICATOR) identified risk factors for sustained
VT and sudden cardiac death after pulmonary valve replacement in patients with TOF. The identified
risk factors consisted of heart failure, older age at the time of pulmonary valve replacement (PVR),
atrial arrhythmias prior to PVR and a higher end systolic RV volume index.(54,55) Arrhythmogenic
anatomic isthmuses, which are the substrate for ventricular tachycardia in repaired TOF patients, have
been identified by electro-anatomical mapping.(56) Four locations have been identified: 1/ between
the tricuspid annulus and RVOT, 2/ between the RVOT and the pulmonary valve, 3/ between the
pulmonary valve and the ventricular septal defect and 4/ between the ventricular septal defect and
tricuspid valve.(56–58) Targeting these anatomical isthmuses by catheter ablation has been shown to
be highly effective to control VT.(56)
Regression of RVOT dysfunction by replacing the pulmonary valve in a timely manner is considered to
terminate the progressive adverse RV remodeling, but it will not interfere with the scar made by the
surgeon. However, the key question is ideal timing of performing pulmonary valve replacement.
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Figure 6 Anatomical drawing of repaired tetralogy of Fallot indicating the residual lesions and long-term complications to address during
follow-up. RV right ventricle, SCD sudden cardiac death, PS pulmonary stenosis, VSD ventricular septal defect, LV left ventricle. Baumgartner
H. et al. Eur Heart J 2020 (3) Reprint with permission of Oxford University Press.

1.6. Underlying pathophysiology
Pressure overload in the RV leads to increased wall stress and hypertrophy.(59) The pressure overload
leads to activation and expansion of the fibroblasts. Activated fibroblasts (myofibroblasts) start
secreting extracellular matrix proteins and collagen. These activated myofibroblasts express alphasmooth muscle actin (α-SMA).(60) The cardiomyocytes can stimulate fibrosis under stress conditions
and are a source of transforming growth factor (TGF)-β which is a crucial fibrogenic mediator. TGF-β
promotes differentiation of fibroblasts to myofibroblasts and induces extracellular matrix protein
synthesis.(61) Other mediators such as the vasoconstrictor Endothelin-1 with fibrogenic properties and
reactive oxygen species (ROS) are involved in activation of fibroblasts.(59)
In a pressure overloaded RV the increased collagen deposition is associated with a disproportionate
increase in collagen I secretion. Collagen I has reduced elasticity when compared to type III collagen.
The change in collagen I to III ratio might be partially responsible for the increase in right ventricular
stiffness following pressure overload.(59) An animal (rodent) model with pulmonary artery banding
developed hypertrophy. The total collagen and soluble collagen was increased and was associated with
RV diastolic dysfunction.(62)
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Figure 7 Cell biological effectors of fibrosis in the pressure-overloaded RV. Adapted from Frangogiannis NG. Fibroblasts and the extracellular
matrix in right ventricular disease. Cardiovasc Res 2017(59) Reprint with permission of Oxford University Press.

Compared to data regarding changes in the extracellular matrix in RV pressure overload, data on RV
volume overload are limited. In a mouse model RV volume overload was associated with
subendocardial fibrosis in the RV wall.(63) In a piglet model with combined RV volume and pressure
overload an increased accumulation of collagen in the interstitial spaces was found with significantly
enlarged cardiac myocytes.(64)
Preoperative myocardial analysis in children undergoing primary TOF repair showed hypertrophy of
the RV cardiomyocytes and increased interstitial collagen in both ventricles.(65) In cyanotic children
the interstitial fibrosis and mitochondrial injury in the RV was more pronounced at the time of surgery.
Histologic data on RV fibrosis in patients with repaired TOF are rare.(66)
Kido et al performed myocardial biopsy at the time of surgical PVR in 30 adult patients with repaired
TOF (median age 29 yrs). A higher RV/LV pressure ratio (> 0.45) was a predisposing factor for RV
myocardial fibrosis.(67)
Late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) measurement on cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging in
92 adults with repaired TOF suggested fibrosis at surgical sites: the outflow tract (99%), the VSD patch
(98%), the trabeculated myocardium (24%) and the suture lines (79%) in TOF patients.(68) LGE was
associated with arrhythmia.(68) Chen et al demonstrated in 9 patients with TOF a greater ECV using
T1 measurements. The Increased ECV was associated with RV volume overload and arrhythmia. The
ECV is the ratio of the extracellular matrix volume to total myocardial volume. An increased ECV can
be explained by the extracellular matrix exceeding the cardiomyocyte hypertrophy or a loss of
cardiomyocytes with proportionally larger extracellular matrix. The RV ECV was negatively related to
15

RV mass-to-volume ratio. Myocyte loss is a plausible mechanism of cellular remodeling. Chen et al
speculated that in patients with repaired TOF with RV volume overload, the combination of decreasing
RV mass-to-volume ratio and increasing RV ECV is consistent with a maladaptive process at cellular
level characterized by cardiomyocyte loss and diffuse fibrosis.(44) This topic should be further
investigated.

1.7. Reintervention for residual lesions

For residual pulmonary valve stenosis balloon dilation can be performed. Residual stenosis in the
branch pulmonary arteries can be treated with percutaneous balloon dilation, stenting or surgical reintervention.(69–71) Residual lesions as dilation of the aortic root, aortic regurgitation, residual VSD
or severe tricuspid valve regurgitation should be addressed as needed.(3) Residual RVOTO and PR
both can be treated with pulmonary valve replacement.
The most recent guidelines from the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) and American College of
Cardiology (AHA/ACC) provide recommendations for PVR.(3,72)


PVR (surgical or percutaneous) is recommended in symptomatic patients with severe PR
and/or at least moderate RVOTO. (Class I)



PVR (surgical or percutaneous) should be considered in asymptomatic patients with severe PR
and/or RVOTO when one of the following criteria is present.(Class IIa)
o

Decrease in objective exercise capacity

o

Progressive RV dilation to RVESVi ≥80mL/m², and/or RVEDVi ≥160mL/m², and/or
progression of tricuspid regurgitation to at least moderate

o

Progressive RV systolic dysfunction

o

RVOTO with right ventricular systolic pressure >80 mmHg

(RVESVi= right ventricular end-systolic volume indexed for body surface area, RVEDVi = right ventricular end-diastolic volume indexed for
body surface area, Classes of recommendation: Class I=recommended; Evidence and/or general agreement that a given treatment or
procedure is beneficial, useful, effective, Class IIa=should be considered; weight of evidence/opinion is in favour of usefulness/efficacy)

The guidelines are based on CMR studies in adult patients with repaired TOF.(40,73–80) In
symptomatic patients insufficient reverse remodeling of the RV has been shown after PVR.(80,81)
Therrien et al found that in patients with a pre-operative RVEDVi >170 ml/m² and the RVESVi >85
ml/m² the RV volumes did not normalized after PVR.(80) RV dysfunction was already observed in
patients with a less dilated RV.(82,83) After PVR a trend towards normalization of the RV dimensions
could be achieved if pre-interventional indexed RV end diastolic volumes (RVEDVi) were < 160 ml/m 2
and end systolic (RVESVi) < 80 ml/m2.(83)
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In 2006 Tal Geva formulated indications for PVR in patients with repaired TOF or similar physiology,
and suggested PVR before the RV dimensions reached an RVEDVi ≥160 ml/m² and RVESVi ≥70
ml/m².(40)
Optimal timing of PVR remains uncertain. It is a difficult balance between performing PVR before
irreversible RV dysfunction with late complications as ventricular failure or SCD occurs and the
disadvantage of graft failure and need for (multiple) re-interventions due to earlier PVR.(40) A metaanalysis of 48 trials on PVR in repaired TOF demonstrated that PVR leads to improvement in RV and LV
function and volume improved, shortened QRS and improvement of symptoms.(76) It has not been
proven to date that PVR improves the life expectancy by altering the risk of SCD and RV failure.(55)

Age is not reflected in the guidelines in a direct manner; indirectly most of the symptomatic patients
will be older compared to asymptomatic patients. Dr. Tal Geva stated in 2006 that there were no data
to support PVR in young patients with mild-to-moderate RV volume overload with preserved ejection
fraction and without any additional risk factor.(40) Studies on PVR in younger patients did show a
greater improvement in RV function and exercise capacity. Early data from Dr. Benson’s group of
percutaneous PVR showed that PVR at young age (including patients < 16 yrs of age) was associated
with improved RV function and increased VO2 max. This data may support performing PVR in repaired
TOF patients at younger (adolescent) age. (84–87) There is a tendency towards performing PVR at
younger age to prevent the detrimental complications of severe PR.(84,88,89) Disadvantages of PVR
at younger age (< 20 years of age) consist of a 2-fold higher risk of graft failure and repeated PVR over
a lifetime.(90–92)

Different types of conduits have been used for surgical valve replacement: homograft, Freestyle™
(Medtronic Inc, Minneapolis, US), Carpentier-Edwards porcine, Carpentier-Edwards pericardial,
Ionescu-Shiley pericardial, mechanical and the Contegra-conduit.(92,93) Overall homografts appear to
have a better longevity compared to other xenografts. There is weak evidence of a higher durability of
porcine valves compared to bovine pericardial valves.(94) Freedom from valve dysfunction and reintervention was 81.6% for homografts compared to 43.4% for bioprostheses at median 10 year followup.(95) In patients with TOF there was no difference in re-intervention rate of the homograft valves
compared to the Freestyle™ (Medtronic Inc.) valve.(96) The reported durability of homografts in TOF
patients varies substantially among different trials: freedom from valve dysfunction has been reported
in the ranges of 47% to 74% at 10 years.(97–99) Homografts are preferably used in children with TOF.
In children freedom from re-operation was 70% at 8 years and 39% at 8 years in children who had a
homograft implanted before the age of 3 years.(100) Failure of the homografts was ascribed to somatic
17

growth in 8% and in 53% as a result of wall thickening leading to stenosis.(101) Age at first valve
replacement varies among papers from 20.8 – 33.8 years.(96,99) Contegra-conduits (bovine jugular
vein) were generally implanted at a younger age mean 10.9 years (range 0.2-46 years) and the freedom
from re-intervention was 94% at 11.4 years.(93) Graft failure with need for re-intervention was 63.6%
at 10 years for Contegra-conduits compared to 81.4% for homografts.(102) Current hospital mortality
for surgical PVR overall is low, approximately 1.5%.(99)

Infective endocarditis (IE) is reported in porcine materials but also in the Contegra-conduit where IE
was reported in up to 11.3% of the cases. (103,104) The IE risk of the Contegra-conduits has been
shown to be higher compared to homografts.(105)

In the year 2000 Philippe Bonhoeffer mounted a valve from the bovine jugular vein in a Cheatam
Platinum CP- stent™ and implanted it in lambs. This was the first transcatheter balloon expandable
valved stent.(106–108) The first 58 human implants were reported in 2006.(109) In 2006 the valve
gained CE approval and became available for clinical use as the Melody™ transpulmonary valve (TPV)
(Medtronic Inc, Minneapolis, US). The valve can be used to address a stenotic, a regurgitant or a
combined lesion of the RVOT. The initial data on the use of this stented valve showed high procedural
success with low early morbidity and negligible degree of mortality.(110,111) The initial experience
identified stent fractures and endocarditis as risk factors for graft failure.(105,111–115) McElhinney et
al reports an annual incidence of TPV related endocarditis of 2.4% per patient-year.(116,117) Stent
fracture and recompression may lead to hemodynamic compromise and is a major concern for longterm function after percutaneous pulmonary valve implantations (PPVI).(112,113,118–120) A valved
stent is exposed to mechanical stress load resulting in recompression and strain which ultimately may
result in metal fatigue and stent fractures. Data on metal fatigue and fracture rates of the different
stents used in PPVI is not available, especially data on combinations of different types of stents as used
during pre-stenting.
The outflow tract of patients with TOF can become dilated and therefore the valved stent with limited
outer diameter might be less suitable.(121,122) The outer diameter of the Melody™ valve is 24.1 mm
delivered on a 22 mm Ensemble™. Other manufactures developed valves with a larger outer diameter
such as the Sapien XT valve (Edwards Lifescience) with sizes 23, 26 and 29mm.(123–127) To
accommodate for large outflow tracts self-expanding valves have been developed and are currently
investigated in clinical trials. The Harmony transcatheter pulmonary valve (Medtronic, Minneapolis,
US) and The Venus P-valve™ (Medtech, Shanghai, China) are both examples of self-expanding valved
stents with diameters ranging up to 34 mm diameter of the middle part.(128–130)
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The most recent ESC and ACC guidelines also provide recommendations on the treatment of sustained
VT and ICD implantation in patients with TOF.(3,72) In patients with sustained VT who are undergoing
surgical or percutaneous PVR preoperative catheter mapping and transection of VT-related anatomical
isthmuses should be considered (class IIa). In patients with risk factors for SCD as LV or RV dysfunction,
VT, QRS ≥180 milliseconds, or extensive RV scarring on CMR electrophysiological evaluation (including
programmed electrical stimulation) and ICD implantation should be considered (class IIa).
Intraoperative cryoablation of the conducting myocardium between the pulmonary valve and the
ventricular septal defect patch (isthmus 3) should be considered at PVR as the implanted conduit may
cover the isthmus which makes ablation in later stage impossible.(131)

1.8. Conclusion
After the initial surgical repair of TOF, residual lesions as RVOTO and PR are common. The residual
lesions contribute to the long-term risks such as malignant arrhythmia leading to SCD and ventricular
failure. Residual RVOTO leading to progressive hypertrophy is a risk factor for VT and death. Over time
PR leads to RV volume overload. The progressive RV dilatation with increasing tricuspid regurgitation
and RV dyssynchrony eventually give rise to RV dysfunction. Replacement of the pulmonary valve can
stop the adverse remodeling of the RV when performed in time. Recommendations for PVR have been
established for symptomatic and asymptomatic patients with repaired TOF.
The ideal timing of PVR remains challenging. PVR should be performed before irreversible RV
dysfunction occurs, but earlier PVR increases the re-intervention rate due to faster graft failure. It has
not been proven that PVR changes the long-term risks. PVR can be performed with a surgical conduit
with reasonable longevity and acceptable procedural morbidity and mortality. Transcatheter strategies
are being developed to perform PVR in repaired TOF patients with dilated outflow tracts.
Our current understanding of the remodeling and reverse remodeling processes of the RV is limited.
More knowledge of the adaptation mechanisms of the RV is required. One of the future aims should
be to detect early changes which might predict the future decline in RV function or the risk for
malignant arrhythmias.
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AIMS
This thesis addresses different issues related to pulmonary valve replacement in the course of the life
a patient with Tetralogy of Fallot.
The feasibility of percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation and its applicability in patients with
surgically repaired tetralogy of Fallot is evaluated.
The resistance of combinations of stents to deformation and risk of corrosion is evaluated.
An animal model with severe pulmonary regurgitation and right ventricular volume overload is created
and RV remodeling and reversed remodeling after pulmonary valve replacement is studied.

The following research questions will be addressed:
In Chapter 1 the aim is to study the feasibility of percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation. The aim
is to evaluate the durability of implanted valves and to report on the morbidity and mortality of the
technique.

In Chapter 2 the aim is to evaluate feasibility and safety of pre-stenting followed by percutaneous
pulmonary valve implantation in patients with TOF with dilated RVOT and severe PR.
In Chapter 3 the aim is to evaluate the resistance of stents and combinations of stent to deformation.
The aim is to assess the corrosion potential when different types of stent alloys come into contact with
each other.
In Chapter 4 the aim is to create an animal model with severe PR and RV volume overload to study RV
remodeling and reverse remodeling after PVR at different time intervals.

In Chapter 5 the aim is to evaluate RV remodeling and reverse remodeling after PVR at different time
intervals in an ovine TOF model
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CHAPTER 1
Feasibility of percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation. The durability of the implanted valves and
the morbidity and mortality of the technique

Published as : Bjorn Cools, Steven Brown, Werner Budts, Ruth Heying, Els Troost, Derize Boshoff,
Benedicte Eyskens, Marc Gewillig. Up to 11 years of experience with the Melody valved stent in the
right ventricular outflow tract. EuroIntervention 2018; Oct 12;14(9):e988-e994
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1.1 ABSTRACT

Aim To report up to 11 years follow up after Melody™ valve implantation in pulmonary position.
Methods and results Single institution non-randomized prospective observational study from all
Melody valves in pulmonary position after discharge between 2006 - 2017 (n = 188). Mean age
19.4±13.2 y. Indication: stenosis (45%), regurgitation (33%) and mixed (22%). Pre-stenting was
performed in all except the initial four patients. In stenotic lesions the peak gradient is 36±12 mmHg
PIG after 11 years and in regurgitant lesions the maximal regurgitation is 2/4. Stent fractures were
observed in 8.6%; only 1 grade III fracture required redo PPVI. Surgical removal was done in 7(3.7%),
redo PPVI in 5(2.7%). Endocarditis was diagnosed in 19 (10.2%) patients a median of 2.3 years (0.7–
8.8) after Melody implantation. Three were surgically removed early because persistent infection, 16
got sterilized; 6 required replacement (3 surgical, 3 redo PPVI). There are no valve or procedure related
deaths.
Conclusions: The Melody valve shows a good preserved leaflet function up to 11 years after
implantation. The main reason for graft failure is endocarditis, although in half of those patients no reintervention was needed. After pre-stenting, stent fractures lead very exceptionally to re-intervention.
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1.2 INTRODUCTION
Since the first human implantation performed in the year 2000, percutaneous pulmonary valve
implantation (PPVI) has established itself as technically feasible with good short to mid-term outcomes
over all age groups.(1–5) PPVI results in improvement in right ventricular (RV) function and dimensions,
reduction of tricuspid regurgitation, improved electrical stability, exercise ability and a better quality
of life.(6) Early adverse events included coronary compression, rupture of the right ventricular outflow
tract (RVOT), aortic valve compression, aortic erosion, valve embolization and tricuspid valve damage.
These mostly occurred during initial experiences and have largely been curtailed by better-quality
assessment practices and technical improvements. Stent recompression, stent fracture and
endocarditis have emerged as potential problems during long term follow up.(1,2)
The indications for PPVI have changed over time: initially the stented valve was developed to prolong
conduit function in order to delay surgical valve replacement; it now can be offered for almost any
dysfunctional RVOT even for those without a previous conduit.(7) Extensive medium and long term
data on the performance of the Melody™ valved stent in the right ventricular outflow tract are not yet
available. Follow-up data is required to compare PPVI with existing surgical techniques, and to
determine its role when applied to symptomatic patients or even when applied for prognostic
reasons.(8)
This aim of this study was to analyze up to 11 year follow up data of Melody™ valve (Medtronic Inc.,
Minneapolis, MN, USA) implantations in our center.
1.3 PATIENTS AND METHODS
This is a single institution non-randomized prospective observational study. All patients discharged
with a Melody™ valve in pulmonary position were entered into a registry starting in 2006 with a
specified protocol for clinical follow-up. For the purpose of this analysis, the database was closed 20
December 2017 and included 185 patients.
Standard techniques for implantation were used as previously described.(7,9) In short, procedures
were performed under general anesthesia and standard prophylactic antibiotic regimens followed.
After discharge, endocarditis prophylaxis was recommended to all, no anti platelet medication was
prescribed except when indicated for other reasons.
1.3.1

Follow up

The protocol consisted of follow-up at 1,3, 6 and 12 months, followed by annual visits thereafter. This
included radiography to assess for the presence of stent fractures as well as routine transthoracic
echocardiographic examination. Stent fractures were classified as proposed by Nordmeyer et al.(10)
Pulmonary regurgitation (PR) was classified according to a scale of 0 to 4 (none to severe) based mainly
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on the magnitude of the regurgitation jet on color Doppler, early termination of diastolic flows as well
as right heart dilation.
Endocarditis was diagnosed using the modified Dukes criteria. Imaging was done by transthoracic
echocardiography and in case of inconclusive images, additionally transoesophageal or especially
intravascular ultrasound (ICE) was performed.(11)
1.3.2

Ethics & statistics

Assent and informed consent were obtained from patients, their parents or legal guardians. Approval
for the study was granted by the local ethics committee (S60373); for inclusions after 2010, adherence
to the study protocol was imposed by Belgian medical insurance in order to obtain reimbursement.
SPSS version 20 (IBM) was used for data analysis. Continuous data are expressed as mean and standard
deviation or median and range. Paired data were analyzed by a paired t-test and Kruskal Wallis test.
Kaplan Meier plots were used for survival analyses. A p < 0.05 indicated statistical significance.
1.4 RESULTS
One hundred and eighty eight (n = 188) Melody™ valves were implanted in 186 patients over this 11
year period. In 1 patient a Melody valve was explanted immediately after post-implant dilatation
because of coronary compression; this implantation failure is not included in this study. This study
therefore reports on follow-up of 188 valves in 185 patients discharged with a Melody valve. Age and
weight at implantation can be viewed in Table 1. Two thirds of the patients were male (125 vs. 62
female) and the majority (119/185) were younger than 18 years at implantation. The youngest patient
was 3.5 years and had a weight of 15 kg at the time of procedure. The patient underwent a Rastelli
repair with a downsized homograft which became severely stenotic 2 years later. A 34 mm covered
CP-stent™ and a Melody™ valve were implanted on a 18 mm Ensemble™.
The main indications for PPVI were a stenotic RVOT (45%) followed by dominant PR (33%) with the
remainder mixed PS-PR (22%). Diagnosis of underlying conditions included tetralogy of Fallot (n = 101)
54.3%, post Ross operation (n = 33) 17.7%, post Rastelli repair (n = 17) 9.2%, pulmonary stenosis (n =
23) 12.4% and truncus arteriosus (n = 12) 6.5%. The stented valves were implanted in homografts
(52.7%) and in 32.8% in native or patched right ventricular outflow tracts and in 14.5% in bioprosthesis
(e.g. Contegra®, Hancock® etc.) (Table 1). Pre-stenting was not performed in the initial four patients
(standard recommendations at that stage, early experience). Thereafter and with increasing
understanding, RVOT pre-stenting was actively performed and evolved significantly. Stents were
implanted to ensure a stable landing zone with no recoil nor distortion; care was taken to abolish all
gradients prior to Melody™ valve implantation. Initially, the outflow tract was dilated up to the nominal
value of the surgical conduit (standard recommendation at that stage). In the later years conduits were
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expanded with covered stents up to 22-24 mm provided that the size of the RVOT and coronary
anatomy were acceptable.

A total of 226 pre-stents were implanted – one only in 147 patients, two in 26, three in 6 and four
stents in 2 patients. Hybrid open cell bare metal stents were implanted in the conduit free outflow
tracts as described in a previous publication.(1) Various types of stents were used for pre-stenting (CP
Numed NY USA n=161, covered CP Numed NY USA n=31, Andrastent® (Andratech Gmbh Koblenz
Germany) n=8, Max LD® (Covidien Minnesota USA) n=2, various n=3). Melody™ valves were delivered
on 18 mm (n = 11), 20 mm (n = 34) and the vast majority on a 22mm (n = 145) Ensemble systems. Of
the latter, one was over expanded to 24 mm inner diameter.

1.4.1

Follow-up

Patients have been followed up for a total of 836 patient years over this 11 year period. At closure of
the database in December 2017, clinical and echocardiographic follow up was complete in all patients
(thus with last annual visit later than December 2016 excepted when censored (death, explant, restent, redo PPVI).
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1.4.2

Graft survival

The overall graft survival was 78% at 10 years follow-up. (Figure1) Thirteen patients (6.9%) had failure
of the graft requiring replacement: in 7 patients the stent was surgically removed due to endocarditis
(n=6: none acute, 3 early because ongoing infection, 3 elective after sterilization)) and subpulmonary
stenosis (n=1). In 5 patients a redo PPVI was performed for stenosis after endocarditis (n=3), in one
due to conduit stenosis 10.3 years after initial implantation and in one patient due to a type III stent
fracture at 5.2 years after implantation. Redo PPVI was done in both with a new Melody™ valved stent.
1.4.3

Patient survival

There were three late deaths, none were related to the procedure or overall valve related : one patient
died from kidney failure at the age 85 years, one due to status epilepticus at the age of 20 years and
one sudden death during sleep at the age of 26 years (there was no autopsy performed).

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier plot overall graft survival in RVOT. Graft failure is defined by surgical removal of the Melody™ valve or redo PPVI with
another valved stent. 95% Confidence Interval

1.4.4

Hemodynamic outcomes

When stenosis was the main indication for PPVI, we observed initially a sharp decline of the peak
instantaneous Doppler gradient PIG to 23±11 mmHg, which remained fairly unchanged at 36 ± 12
mmHg over the RVOT during follow-up.(Figure 2) When PR was the dominant lesion, it followed a
similar pattern and dropped from median 4/4 to median 0/4 after PPVI (range 0-2) and slightly
increased to median 2/4 at 11 years.(Figure 3) Functional status remained constant after 11 years with
the majority of the patients in NYHA functional class of I-II. One patient developed increased gradient
across the valve without any sign of endocarditis: the wall of the valve was thickened on intravascular
ultrasound and angiogram. We could not determine whether this was due to thickening of the conduit
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wall or a hammock effect of the surrounding tissue. As balloon dilation was unsuccessful due to
significant recoil, a bare metal stent was implanted to adequately relieve the gradient, followed 4
months later by repeat PPVI.

Figure 2. Graft function. Evolution of RVOT peak Doppler gradient = 4(Vmax)2. Depicted are three groups with predominant stenosis (blue),
predominant regurgitation (green) and mixed (orange).

Figure 3. Graft function. Evolution of pulmonary regurgitation (PR). Depicted are three groups with predominant stenosis (blue), predominant
regurgitation (green) and mixed (orange).
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1.4.5

Stent fractures

Chest radiography was performed on regular base (once in a year) in 87% of patients and stent
fractures were observed in 16 patients (8.6%). In 2 patients a type III fracture of a covered CP stent
was observed 5 and 7 years after implantation; one patient of the latter required a redo stenting
and redo PPVI because of moderate stenosis. When reviewing the implantation procedure in this case,
the pre-stent still showed motion and should have been fortified with an additional stent prior to
Melody implantation. In the remaining 14 patients only type I stent fractures were observed a mean
of 4.2±2.6 years after implant. The relative incidence of stent fracture was 1/4 (25%) in the initial 4
patients who did not receive a pre-stent versus 13/182 (7.1%) in the pre-stented group. None of the
minor fractures resulted in hemodynamic consequences. Freedom from stent fractures was 82% at 11
years.(Figure 4)
1.4.6

Reinterventions

In 21 (11.3 %) patients a re-intervention was performed during follow-up. Balloon angioplasty to
accommodate for somatic growth was performed in 8 (4.3%) patients mean 3.4±1.9 years after
implantation. Seven (4.3%) Melody™ valves were explanted, 6 for endocarditis and one electively as a
result of progressive subvalvular pulmonary stenosis. Repeat PPVI was required in 3 patients after
curing the endocarditis, in one patient following a type III fracture and in one after “wall thickening”.

Figure 4. Kaplan-Meier analysis. Freedom from stent fractures (study period 2006-2017). 95% Confidence Interval

1.4.7

Endocarditis

Endocarditis was diagnosed in 19 (10.2%) patients at a median time of 2.3 years (range 0.7-8.9) after
Melody™ implantation. The median age at the time of endocarditis was 16.2 years (range: 8.0 – 45.6)
with a strong male preponderance (16/19, 84.2%). A total of 10/19 patients had definite endocarditis
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according to the modified Duke criteria and the others as possible. Freedom from endocarditis was
84.9% and 76.2% after 5 and 10 years, respectively.(Figure 5) The original substrate in which the
Melody™ valve was implanted in these cases were homografts (n = 10)(52.6%), native or patched
RVOT’s (n = 6)(31.6%) and Contegra® type valve (Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN, US) grafts (n =
3)(15.8%). Peak instantaneous gradients over the RVOT in patients presenting with endocarditis had
increased significantly - from a median of 23mm Hg (range: 10 - 42) to a median of 65mm Hg (range:
18 -110) (p = 0.001). Positive bacterial identification was obtained in 89.4% of the cases: Staphylococci
species (n = 6), Streptococcus viridans (n = 5), HACEK group (n = 2) and other (n = 4). In two patients
no organisms were cultured. A probable entry point could be determined in 15/19 patients (78.9%),
predominantly dental and in some from the skin. Three were surgically removed early (4, 17 and 25
days) because persistent infection; 16 got sterilized after 4 to 6 weeks of antibiotics; 6 required
eventually replacement because of obstruction (3 surgical, 3 redo PPVI with Sapien valve). In the latter
patients we waited first minimal 6 weeks before pre-stenting, and again minimal 6 weeks prior to redo
PPVI to ascertain eradication of the infection.

Figure 5. Kaplan-Meier analysis. Freedom from endocarditis (study period 2006-2017). 95% Confidence Interval

1.5 DISCUSSION
As time progresses and experience increases, PPVI is establishing itself as a very competitive option
for the treatment of RVOT dysfunction. The most important finding of this interim analysis is that the
Melody™ valve exhibited good graft survival with good function up to 11 years of follow-up for patients
who remained free from endocarditis. Gradients across the RVOT did not change significantly and
pulmonary regurgitation remained low. Stent fractures with hemodynamic consequences are
exceptional after adequate pre-stenting, but endocarditis remains a challenge.
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1.5.1

Melody™ valve function

Overall graft survival was 78% after 10 years of follow-up, the main reason for graft failure was valve
dysfunction due to endocarditis 10/13 (77%). If patients remained free from endocarditis, there was
little progression of obstruction and/or regurgitation. This can be attributed to a number of factors.
The procedural protocol includes adequate pre-stenting the RVOT with the aim to ensure mechanical
stability of the landing zone, underscored by the number of stents used during pre-stenting. The aim
of this protocol is to ensure strength (resistance to deformity) of the scaffolding with redistribution of
stresses over the coupled stent system resulting in improved stented valve function. Even though
disadvantages such as fretting, leverage and galvanic corrosion may occur, the success of this approach
is illustrated by the fact that none of our patients presented with acute collapse of the stented valve
and only a few demonstrated signs of mild recompression.(12)
The minimal stenosis and regurgitation indicate preserved good function of the graft leaflets over the
period of our analysis. As opposed to surgical conduits, where obstruction frequently occurs at the
anastomosis of “normal” tissue to conduits, the joined stent scaffolding in the landing zone potentially
prevents initial direct contact of the graft tissue with that of the patient at the proximal and distal end
of the landing zone. Furthermore, disturbed patterns of flow are more likely with surgical implants not
only due to limitations at implantation, but also due compression, kinking, shrinkage and fibrosis over
time. Adequate pre-stenting aims to prevent external compression and streamlines flow as a result of
straightening of distorted conduits and by achieving a nice circular shape – all of which are likely to
further improve valve function. Pre-stenting is thus important for a number of reasons as the omission
of pre-stenting during the initial London and US experiences revealed.(2) Similar to surgical
experiences, where larger conduits provide better longevity of a valve, it would be logical to ensure an
adequate diameter of the RVOT during pre-stenting. We currently aim for a 22 to 24 mm landing zone,
if permitted by the anatomy and coronary proximity. In the majority of our patients (75.3%), valves
were implanted using the largest (22mm) delivery system and expanded up to 22 mm inner diameter.
1.5.2

Reinterventions

Re-interventions were performed in 11.3% of patients. These findings are in agreement with the
medium term results of the US trial where the freedom from re-intervention after 5 years was 91%.(13)
The main reason for surgical explantation (6/7) of the graft or percutaneous redo PPVI (3/5) was
endocarditis. One valve was over stented because of a grade III pre-stent fracture (see section stent
fractures). One valve was electively explanted 3.5 years after implantation due to progressive
subpulmonary obstruction; the Melody valve itself still had normal function and appearance, with an
endothelial covering of the valve leaflets. In this patient, the initial residual infundibular gradient was
mild, but continued to increase as the right ventricle size regressed as a result of reduced volume
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loading after Melody implantation. Cognizance of this occurrence should be taken, since right
ventricular remodeling after PPVI may amplify gradients proximal to the landing zone. Balloon
angioplasty to accommodate for somatic growth is a decided advantage of a percutaneous valve and
adds to the attraction of PPVI. We considered this as elective treatment and not as a forced reintervention.
1.5.3

Stent fractures

Fractures of the stented RVOT (7.5%) in our series were lower than in most reports.(2,10,14) The use
of multiple overlapping stents and the use of simple X-ray (F & P) may have precluded the detection of
small fractures of the Melody stent; however Doppler echocardiography excluded a clinically relevant
change of valve function, which is the final goal of this treatment. Fractures were mostly of class I with
no hemodynamic compromise and we observed only 2 grade III fractures of a pre-stent. In one patient,
a redo PPVI was performed because the clinician observed mild deformation of the conduit in the
presence of a moderate Doppler gradient of 45 mmHg; prophylactically an additional outflow tract
stent and Melody valve were placed. An explanation for the observed low frequency of stent fractures
and extremely low occurrence of hemodynamically important fractures can possibly be found the rigid
pre-stenting protocol: aggressive pre-stenting until no more motion of the “tube” is observed. We
hypothesize that this strategy decreases strain amplitude and metal fatigue, thereby delaying or even
avoiding fracture during a human lifetime. This is supported by previous analysis of mechanical stress
bench testing of stents.(12)
1.5.4

Endocarditis

Endocarditis is an important threat for any bioprosthetic valve, including the Melody™ valve. Several
series have reported incidence rates of endocarditis between 7,5 and 16% in bovine valves.(15) In our
series endocarditis occurred in 10.2% of the implants. In 10/19 (52.6%) the endocarditis was cured
with antibiotics only without significant change in valve function. No deaths occurred and no urgent
surgery was required since all patients, caretakers and general practitioners were instructed to
monitor for early signs of endocarditis; additionally there is a short and fast track for referral to the
implant center in case of suspicion of endocarditis. Of note is that a “sudden” significantly increased
gradient over the RVOT should alert the consulting cardiologist to the possible presence of
endocarditis.
The study was not powered to identify specific factors, but there is a strong male preponderance and
mostly young adolescents appear to be at higher risk. Youngster in pubertal age group are difficult to
control on hygienic measures (dental/skin). In 15/19 patients a clear entry point for endocarditis could
been identified. Following extensive education of patients, their parents and caretakers, not allowing
overruling nor deviation from the ESC guidelines, we have observed a reduction of endocarditis from
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a maximal annual incidence of 2.6% down to currently less than 1.0%. All patients were advised to
follow a rigorous schedule of dental and skin hygiene and to take adequate prophylaxis prior to high
risk procedures. Similar information was conveyed to their local practitioners and dentists. It should
be noted that the 2015 ESC guidelines specify transcatheter heart valves to be at higher risk (IIA
evidence) whilst the 2007 AHA guidelines only allude to prosthetic valves.(16,17) As a result, this had
been confusing for practitioners and dentists and as far as our country concerns has led to a more
liberal attitude concerning SBE prophylaxis. In view of the findings of this study and other reports, it
seems prudent to promote that biological percutaneous valves should adhere to strict antibiotic
prophylactic measures.
The current strategy in our center is not to give antiplatelet therapy. The use of antiplatelet therapy in
preventing microthrombi and possible prevention of IE is being studied.(18–21) There is currently
however no evidence that antiplatelet therapy with acetylsalicylic acid only reduces endocarditis in
this situation. With our current strategy we have reduced the annual incidence of endocarditis below
1.0%/year, which is lower than similar cohorts with acetylsalicylic acid. The jury is still out on this
question!
1.5.5

Comparison to surgery

A recent contemporary multicenter surgical trial of decellularized (n = 163) and standard allografts (n
= 124) with similar numbers over a comparable period, showed that freedom from conduit dysfunction
at 10 years was 83% for decellularized conduits and 58 % for standard allografts (p < 0.001).(22) In a
review of best evidence by Abbas, freedom from re-intervention and graft failure varied from 47% 72% after 10 years for various conduits.(23) Similar findings were reported for Contegra® conduits in
children where freedom from re-operation was 75% at 5 years. Our results show that the Melody™
valve had a freedom from conduit dysfunction of 78% after 10 years indicating that it is highly
competitive to current conduits, and might perform even better if endocarditis were contained.
Furthermore, if adaptation for somatic growth is excluded (which is not an option for most surgical
conduits), the Melody™ valve required in 7% of the cases a re-intervention within 11 years follow-up
time. This is low in comparison to 10% risk of re-intervention for the decellularized conduits and even
27% for standard allografts.(22–25)
Possible reasons for better performance of the Melody™ valve as opposed to surgical conduits include
absence of retraction or shrinkage, as is frequently observed at the muscular cuff of a homograft or at
the distal anastomosis of a Contegra®. Furthermore, a stented conduit is more resistant to external
compression typically exerted by the sternum and aorta or internal retraction due to fibrosis of the
biological tissue.
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1.6 Conclusion
The Melody™ valve shows good graft survival up to 11 years. Gradient relief can be attributed to prestenting, with a lasting result over the study period. Leaflet function remained good: no significant
stenosis or regurgitation. Endocarditis remains an important issue, which might be reduced by
stringent adherence to prophylactic measurements. PPVI with the Melody™ valved stent longevity
compares favorably with surgical grafts.
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1.7 SUPPLEMENT

Figure S1 Kaplan-Meier plot of Valve Dysfunction. Valve dysfunction is defined as valve deterioration due to one of the
following events: hemodynamic important fracture of the valved stent, endocarditis and valve thrombosis. 95% Confidence
Interval

Figure S2 Kaplan-Meier plot of Valve Dysfunction (blue) and Valve Failure (red). Valve dysfunction is defined as valve
deterioration due to one of the following events: hemodynamic important fracture of the valved stent, endocarditis or valve
thrombosis. Valve failure is defined as re-intervention with replacement of the valve (surgically or percutaneously) or valverelated death. 95% Confidence Interval
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CHAPTER 2
Feasibility and safety of pre-stenting followed by percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation in
patients with tetralogy of Fallot with dilated RVOT and severe pulmonary valve regurgitation

Published as : Bjorn Cools, Stephen C. Brown, Ruth Heying, Katrijn Jansen, Derize E. Boshoff,
Werner Budts, Marc Gewillig. Percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation for free
pulmonary regurgitation following conduit-free surgery of the right ventricular outflow tract.
Int J Card 186 (2015) 129-135
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2.1 ABSTRACT
Introduction: Pulmonary regurgitation (PR) following surgery of the right ventricular outflow tract
(RVOT) is not innocent and leads to significant right heart dysfunction over time. Recent studies have
demonstrated that percutaneous valves can be implanted in conduit free outflow tracts with good
outcomes.
Objectives: To evaluate in patients with severe PR – anticipated to require future pulmonary valve
replacement - the feasibility and safety of pre-stenting dilated non-stenotic patched conduit-free right
ventricular outflow tracts before excessive dilation occurs, followed by percutaneous pulmonary valve
implantation (PPVI).
Patients and methods: Twenty seven patients were evaluated, but only 23 were deemed suitable
based on the presence of an adequate retention zone ≤ 24mm defined by semi-compliant balloon
interrogation of the RVOT. A 2 step procedure was performed: first the landing zone was prepared by
deploying a bare stent, followed 2 months later by valve implantation.
Results: RVOT pre-stenting using an open cell bare metal stent (Andrastent® XXL range) was performed
at a median age of 13.0 years (range: 6.0 – 44.9) with a median weight of 44.3 kg (range: 20.0 – 88.0).
Ninety six percent (22/23) of patients proceeded to PPVI a median of 2.4 months (range: 1.4 – 3.4)
after initial pre-stent placement. Twenty one Melody™ valves and one 26 mm Edwards SAPIEN™ valve
were implanted. Complications consisted of embolization of pre-stent (n = 1), crumpling (n = 4) and
mild stent dislocation (n = 2). During follow-up, no stent fractures were observed and right ventricular
dimensions decreased significantly.
Conclusions: Post-surgical conduit-free non-stenotic RVOT with free pulmonary regurgitation can be
treated percutaneously with a valved stent if anatomical (predominantly size) criteria are met. In
experienced hands, the technique is safe with low morbidity.
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2.2 INTRODUCTION
Pulmonary regurgitation (PR) after transannular patching or even limited infundibulotomy is
associated with late adverse events such as aneurysmal dilation of the right ventricular outflow tract
(RVOT), right ventricular dysfunction, progressive tricuspid valve regurgitation, dysrhythmias and
premature sudden death.(1–3) Surgical pulmonary valve replacement (PVR) is an efficient technique
to avoid these late problems.(4,5) However, this strategy is not free of either early or late
complications, requiring repeated re-interventions of increasing complexity and risk. Proper timing is
therefore essential not only to reduce the number of interventions, but also to limit cumulative risk
and keep long term morbidity as low as possible. The ideal timing of re-intervention in order to allow
a patient to experience a cardiac event-free existence as well as a normal life expectancy has yet to be
determined and remains a hotly debated issue.(6) Current survival studies with long term follow-up of
patient groups where current guidelines have been applied report on an ongoing excess mortality in
every decade: this suggests that there is a margin for improvement and that current guidelines may
require refinement.(3,7)
Percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation (PPVI) may be of benefit in these patients.(8,9) PPVI is
recognized as an acceptable method for right ventricular outflow tract valve replacement in selected
patients, typically with a surgical conduit. However, the majority of patients that will eventually require
a pulmonary valve do not have a surgical conduit as landing zone.
In recent publications, it was shown that PPVI is effective and safe in patients with conduit-free
RVOTs.(10–12) The aim of this study was to determine the safety and feasibility of RVOT stenting and
subsequent PPVI in patients with non-stenotic dilating RVOTs. This included assessment of right
ventricular (RV) changes and determination of the limitations and complications of this strategy and
also, to start accumulating data to compare the different strategies.

2.3 METHODS
Patients were recruited from the outpatient clinics where they routinely present for annual evaluation.
The main inclusion criterion for this ongoing, prospective study was severe pulmonary regurgitation
(grade 3 or 4) in a conduit-free RVOT with progressive dilation of the right ventricle, where one would
anticipate the need for a pulmonary valve in the near future. Such patients typically have no significant
gradient across the RVOT. During the study period only the Melody™ valve (Medtronic, Minneapolis,
MN, US) was considered because of re-imbursement issues. Due to the maximum indicated outer
diameter of 24mm, RVOT diameter at the level of the pulmonary valve had to measure between 18
and 21mm on echocardiography to qualify for inclusion. The severity of PR was classified on color flow
Doppler similar to our previous publication.(10) Patient records were used to obtain catheterization
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and follow-up data. Digital measurements of catheterization data were performed using an IMPAX ®
viewer (Agfa Heartlab®, Mortsel, Belgium). Cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was
performed in some cases, but information was not used for patient selection. At the time of the study
MRI could not be performed in all studied patients due to limited access to the MRI facility. The study
was conducted in accordance with local Ethics Committee guidelines; fully informed consent after
extensive discussion of all different strategies was obtained from the patient and parents.
2.3.1

Cardiac catheterization and PPVI: technical aspects

All procedures were performed under general anesthesia. The catheterization procedure and valve
implantation were similar to that previously described.(9,10,13)
2.3.1.1 Interrogation of the RVOT
Angiography
Biplane angiography was performed in the RVOT by means of a Multi-Track™ angiographic catheter
(NuMED, Inc., NY, USA) using the lateral projection for the pulmonary valve region and a frontal view
with extreme cranial angulation to demonstrate the RVOT, main pulmonary artery and its bifurcation.
Guide wires
A stiff exchange length guide wire was securely positioned in a distal pulmonary artery branch (e.g. Ewire, JOTEC®, Germany; Amplatz Ultra-Stiff, COOK®, Bloomington, USA; Lunderquist™, COOK®,
Bloomington, USA). It is helpful to put a curve on the wire matching the shape of the RVOT and
pulmonary artery since this will facilitate balloon retrieval after stent placement by improving the inner
curve.
Delineation of the RVOT anatomy (Fig. 1)
Balloon-interrogation during low-pressure sub-maximal inflation and deflation was performed using a
semi-compliant, mildly oversized balloon, e.g. a 23 – 25mm Tyshak II® balloon (NuMED, Inc., Hopkinton
NY, USA) (Table 1). At nominal pressure the balloon typically stretched open the outflow tract almost
completely without a significant indentation (Fig. 1B); the balloon at this point has a predetermined
size which facilitates interpretation of diameters. Also, absence of movement and mild indentation of
the inflated interrogation balloons are important and comforting signs. If there was no or minimal
indentation, simultaneous injection through the side-arm of a long Mullins sheath was carried out.
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Figure 1. Balloon interrogation of RVOT A. Cranially tilted antero-posterior view of 23mm Tyshak II® balloon inflated in RVOT patient 12, with
mild indentation. B. Lateral view of 25mm Tyshak II® balloon fully inflated in RVOT of patient 23. Note minimal indentation of future landing
zone (arrow).

This assists in further outlining the RVOT, provides evidence that the inflated balloon is securely seated
(confirms probable stent fixation) and to assess the (un)likelihood of a paravalvular leak post valve
implantation. Simultaneous aortogram was performed during full inflation of the balloon to exclude
coronary compression.
2.3.1.2 Pre-stenting the RVOT
Stent placement (Figs. 2 & 3)
Open cell design, bare metal stents (AndraStent® XXL series, Andramed, GmbH, Reutlingen Germany)
were hand-crimped on balloon-in-balloon (BIB™) balloons (NuMED, Inc., Hopkinton NY, USA). More
detail can be viewed in Table 1. The BIB™ balloons were selected to be 2 -4 mm larger than the
retention zone or –most frequently- a BIB™ 24mm was used if only mild indentation of a 25 mm Tyshak
II® was observed. Ideally the length of the balloon should be matched to the stent; if too long, these
large balloons will push themselves back due to the distal shoulders locked in the bifurcation.
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Table 1. Patient characteristics and procedural information. BIB®, balloon-in-balloon delivery balloon; IP, infundibular patch; TA, transannular
patch. PPVI: percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation; RVOT right ventricular outflow tract; All diameters (diam) in mm. -, not available.
* 26mm Edwards valve implanted. Patient 6 went for surgical valve replacement after stent migration.

The AndraStent® XXL shortens 5-15% at 20 – 24 mm distention (bench testing) and was chosen long
enough to leave no redundant RVOT. Stents placed in a conduit free non-stenotic RVOT tend to move
proximally during inflation; the stents were therefore mounted slightly more distally on the delivery
balloon than the traditional central mounting position. During stent mounting the outer balloon was
slightly inflated to create mild shoulders proximal and distal to the stent – the distal shoulder assists
progress in the long sheath during difficult passage and the proximal shoulder prevents the stent from
sliding-off. As we gained experience, we started deployment more distally in the main pulmonary
artery in order to ensure that proximal movement is compensated for and that the stent is positioned
across the intended retention zone. Once the stent was in the desired position and uncovered, BIB®
balloons were sequentially inflated using hand insufflation as only low pressure is required to open
and anchor the stent. This allows maximal control during deployment, with the balloon being inflated
until the stent is anchored onto the wall or retention area: this is visually confirmed by either seeing
an indentation in the stent, or seeing the cells splay open and hook into the walls or, rarely, by means
of a control angiogram through the side-arm of the sheath to observe complete occlusion of the RVOT
by the inflated balloon-stent unit. If required, the 24 mm BIB™ was slightly overinflated up to 25-26
mm (off-label). It is important to keep the tip of the long sheath close to the balloon since this will
allow the operator to stabilize the system and limit the stent from being milked back.
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Figure 2. Implantation of prestent in RVOT. AndraStent® 39XXL mounted on 22mm BIB™ balloon with outer balloon inflated. Note nice
indentation posteriorly which will assist in keeping stent secure (small arrow). Open cells act as anchors by hooking onto surrounding tissue
(thick arrow).

Figure 3. Prestent RVOT with AndraStent 57XXL in patient 23. A. Inner balloon of 24mm Balloon-in-balloon (Numed, USA) BIB™ inflated and
in good position. B. Outer balloon insufflated. Stent pushed slightly back by BIB™ due to smaller diameter of the right pulmonary artery and
encroachment on bifurcation. Also notice how close the long sheath is positioned to BIB™ balloon in order to allow the operator to stabilize
or push system forwards during inflation. Angiography performed via long sheath illustrates good apposition of stent to RVOT walls.
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2.3.1.3 Balloon retrieval after RVOT stent placement (Fig. 4)
The balloon should be carefully retrieved as it may cause displacement or embolization of the stent. If
concerned (n = 2), we placed a second guide wire using a balloon tipped catheter through the stent,

advanced another long sheath into the stent and removed the dilator - this enabled the
operator to “push” with the second sheath stabilizing the stent and keeping it in place whilst
withdrawing the original balloon. In general, we consider these newly implanted stents
insufficiently stable to allow the manipulations typically required for pulmonary valve
implantation at this point. Therefore, a period of 2 months was allowed for a tissue ingrowth
to secure the stent.(14)

Fig. 4. Stabilizing RVOT stent for balloon retrieval in patient 23. Due to difficulty during retrieval stent was stabilized by exerting pressure
with a second long sheath (arrow).

2.3.1.4 PPVI
At the second catheterization, we used a balloon-tipped catheter to re-enter the original RVOT stent
to ensure that the guide wire remained free of the stent cells. Once again we recommend pre-bending
the wire, but at a more acute angle with the intention to facilitate passage on the way in. If a stent
protruded too much into the RVOT and passing of the Ensemble™ could potentially be difficult, the
proximal end was flared open (n = 2). Alternatively, a covered (closed cell) stent can be placed to
prevent hooking of the valved stent delivery system onto the open cells of the previously placed RVOT
stent (n = 2); or, it may be used to decrease the internal diameter of the stented RVOT in order to
ensure good fixation of the percutaneous pulmonary valve (n = 2). A jugular approach will allow the
Ensemble™ to enter the RVOT stent more centrally with less friction on the lateral walls of the RVOT.
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The valved stent should be fully expanded to ensure complete contact with the RVOT stent. If required,
the 22mm Ensemble™ BIB may be slightly further expanded up to 24 mm by adding more volume (offlabel use).

2.3.2

Follow-up

Patients were re-evaluated clinically, electrocardiographically and echocardiographically after 1, 3, 6
and 12 months, and annually thereafter. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is performed after 3
months. Chest roentgenogram is performed after 6 and 12 months, and annually thereafter for 3 years,
if indicated.
2.3.3

Statistical analysis

Data was analyzed using standard statistical software (SPSS for windows, SPSS Inc., IBM Company,
Chicago, Illinois, US, version 18). A Student-t test was used to compare normally distributed data.
Continuous data were expressed as medians with the minimum and maximum values. A p-value < 0.05
was considered significant.

2.4 RESULTS
During a three year period ranging from November 2010 to May 2013, 28 patients were interrogated
for bare metal pre-stenting; 4 patients were deemed unsuitable because of lack of indentation (n = 2)
or the presence of significant flow around an inflated 25 mm RVOT interrogation balloon (n = 2). No
patient was excluded because of potential coronary artery compression. The remaining 23 patients (16
males and 7 females) form the basis of this report: these include 3 patients who were previously
described.(10) All patients had undergone surgery for tetralogy of Fallot at a median age of 0.5 years
(range: 0.2 – 12); 18/23 (80%) had received a limited transannular patch during initial repair and the
remainder had an infundibular patch.
2.4.1

RVOT pre-stent

RVOT pre-stenting was performed at a median age of 13.0 years (range: 6.0 – 44.9) with a median
weight of 44.3 kg (range: 20.0 – 88.0) and height of 143.7 cm (range: 100 – 192), respectively. Patient
and procedural characteristics can be viewed in Table 1. There was no significant gradient across the
RVOT before initial stent placement (median 9 mmHg; range: 0 – 23). Due to the distensability of the
RVOT, and because the available valved stent could reach maximally 24 (to 25) mm, a 25 mm Tyshak
II® balloon was typically used for interrogation. Only AndraStent® XXLs were used (30 – 57 mm) and,
as operator experienced increased, larger outflow tracts treated (Table 1). Stents were mounted on 18
- 24mm BIB™ balloons and delivered through a 14F long Mullins sheath (COOK® Medical, Bloomington,
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USA). In 2 patients (nos. 5 & 23) the BIB™ was over expanded to 25-26 mm. All stents were implanted
via the femoral venous route, except in patient no. 5 where the right jugular vein was used since the
femoral veins were inaccessible. Fluoroscopy lasted a median of 14.3 minutes (range: 4.9 – 35.0) and
radiation dose a median of 7522.2 µGym2 (range: 164.0 -19,015.0).
2.4.2

PPVI

Ninety six percent (22/23) of patients proceeded to PPVI a median of 2.4 months (range: 1.4 – 3.4)
after initial stent placement. Twenty one Melody™ valves (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, US) were
implanted: nineteen (n = 19) on a 22 mm and two (n = 2) on a 20 mm Ensemble™ system. In patient
no. 5 a 26mm Edwards SAPIEN™ valve (Edwards Life Sciences Inc, Irvine, CA,US) was implanted due to
concerns regarding the diameter of the RVOT. The most common route for valve insertion was via the
femoral veins (n = 19), right jugular vein (n = 2) and subxyphoidal hybrid procedure (n = 1, patient no.
5). In patient no. 9, access was changed to the jugular venous route after difficulties with delivery were
encountered with the transfemoral route. A covered 45mm 8 Zig Cheatham Platinum stent (CCP)
mounted on a 24mm BIB™ balloon was placed before Melody™ valve implantation during the same
session in patients 5 and 17 to reduce the diameter of the RVOT, since during implantation of the initial
pre-stent, a 24mm BIB™ balloon was overinflated to ensure secure seating of the stent. Fluoroscopy
lasted a median of 15.3 minutes (range: 6.5 – 40.0) and radiation dose a median of 3956.9 µGym2
(range: 872.0 -12 972.0).
Pre-discharge echocardiography showed gradients less than 10 mmHg in all patients and none or trivial
pulmonary regurgitation; 1 patient had a minimal paravalvular leak.
2.4.3

Follow-up

After 3 months M-mode right ventricular end diastolic dimension (RVEDD) decreased an average of
20% (p < 0.005) from a median z score of 3.9 (range: 1.8 - 5.2) before valve implantation to a median z
score of 2.3 (range: -0.5 – 3.8) (p < 0.001). Left ventricular end diastolic dimension remained essentially
unchanged. Paired magnetic resonance imaging before and after was available for 7 patients and
showed that right ventricle end diastolic volumes decreased significantly from a median of 118.4 ml/m2
(range: 88.4 – 156.1) to 104.1 ml/m2 (range: 81.9 – 129.3) (p = 0.05) and left ventricular volumes
improved from 77.0 ml/m2 (range: 69.1-147) to 88.6 ml/m2 (range: 79-157) ( p = 0.037) (Fig. 5).
Subjective exercise capabilities also improved: upon specific request all patients reported specific
physical activities that could be performed easier or faster than before valve replacement.
No stent fractures of the Melody™ CP stent were observed on chest radiography at 6 months and
yearly after implantation. Valve function remained very stable during the short follow-up of 14 - 42
months without a significant increase of gradient nor regurgitation (mean gradient 16 mmHg, range 530; median PR 0, range 0-1).
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Figure. 5. Four chamber MRI imaging. MRI before (A) and following (B) valve replacement. Decrease in volume of right ventricle and increase
in left ventricular volume.

2.4.4

Complications

All patients were hemodynamically stable throughout the procedures and there were no
periprocedural deaths or coronary artery compromise. In one patient (no. 6), the RVOT stent migrated
into the right ventricle after placement and the patient was sent for surgery. This occurred early in the
series and in retrospect was avoidable. In 2 patients (nos. 17&23) the stent migrated proximally while
withdrawing the BIB™; the AndraStent® remained in satisfactory position and both patients later
proceeded to Melody™ valve implantation. Crumpling of the stent during valved stent insertion was
observed in 4 patients (nos. 5, 9, 12 and 22) (Fig. 6).

Figure 6. Frontal projection of crumpled stent. At reentry of the stent 2 months after initial deployment in patient 5, crumpling of prestent
occurred (arrow).
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In patient 5 (SAPIEN valve), the pre-stent was implanted with the BIB™ balloon overinflated to 25 mm;
at that point in our experience we opted not to use a Melody™ valve because of recommended
maximum size. We first tested passage with the Sapien delivery system - this resulted in crumpling the
stent. Consequently, we decided on a hybrid approach from subxyphoidal 2 months later which
allowed easy deployment after reopening the pre-stent with a covered CP-stent™. In the other 3
patients, crumpling occurred during advancement of the Ensemble™ delivery system, but this did not
preclude optimal positioning for valve implantation. In patient 24 (pre-stenting up to 26 mm) the
landing zone was first trimmed down to 24 mm by means of a covered CP stent™. The Melody™ valve
was then deployed using a 22 mm Ensemble™. However, after withdrawal of the Ensemble™, the
Melody™ migrated proximally (insufficient expansion) but remained within the original pre-stent. The
Melody valve was subsequently further expanded using a 24mm BIB™ and safely secured.
2.5 DISCUSSION
Results of this study show that PPVI in young patients with dilating, conduit free non-stenotic RVOT’s
is feasible. Creation of an adequate landing zone by pre-stenting the RVOT makes the PPVI procedure
safe and predictable.
Ninety six percent of stents were safely implanted in the conduit free RVOT’s. This finding is in
agreement with recent reports where it was also convincingly demonstrated that stents can be
securely positioned in larger outflow tracts with a waist.(10,11) It should be emphasized that this study
was carried out in younger patients using a different strategy - earlier stenting for a progressively
dilating RVOT with the aim to prevent large aneurysmal dilation of the RV and RVOT with the intention
to normalize "early" right ventricular volumes. Our results demonstrate that stents can be safely
secured if a stretched retention zone of ≤ 24mm exists during semi compliant balloon interrogation of
the RVOT.
A potential disadvantage of RVOT stent placement is that pulmonary regurgitation persists or may
even be aggravated, but none of our patients became symptomatic; pulmonary regurgitation is known
to be well tolerated for a limited period.(15) A stent in the RVOT will fix the size and prevent further
dilation of that zone; this maneuver may delay the need for RVOT valve replacement for months or
years, but this possibility was not explored in the current study.
2.5.1

Follow-up

During our short term follow up, right ventricular dimensions and volumes improved in all patients - a
finding reported in other studies.(11) Furthermore, subjective parameters of exercise ability improved
during short term follow-up. These and other outcomes will receive attention in the course of the
ongoing phase of this study.
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We observed no stent fractures or stent compressions; the rounded shape remained preserved in all
patients. The absence of stent compression-fracture is important for the longevity and long-term
function of the valves. This observation is quite different compared to Melody™ valves implanted in
shrunken homografts and other conduits: in our group of patients the RVOT is large and dilated and
the place for the stent-valve was already provided - we consider it unlikely that the heart or
surrounding tissues would exert significant localized compressing forces on the stents.
2.5.2

Complications

Overall, complications could be managed. The stent which migrated could have been avoided and
occurred during the early learning curve. Factors leading to the embolization included selection of a
too short a stent as well as incorrect positioning.
2.5.3

Changes of management strategies

Early surgical repair of tetralogy of Fallot remains the treatment of choice.(1) In the 1960’s,
postoperative death was predominantly related to residual stenosis, while pulmonary regurgitation
was considered well tolerated.(16,17) However, after an event free period of 2 to 3 decades, patients
started presenting with episodes of ventricular tachycardia and sudden death.(1,3) It then became
clear that pulmonary regurgitation (PR) was not indefinitely tolerated but caused a progressive
deterioration in right ventricular function and electrical stability.(18) Patients were initially considered
for pulmonary vale implantation only when they became symptomatic, but it soon became clear that
this strategy yielded suboptimal results. Several studies showed that valve replacement at that stage
allowed little if any recuperation of RV size and mechanical dysfunction with persistence of electrical
instability.(19–23)
Pulmonary valve implantation at an earlier stage was clearly indicated. The perfect treatment should
consist of valve replacement with a valved conduit of adult dimensions with no procedural risk and
perfect long term function of the valve. However, this perfect solution in patients with tetralogy of
Fallot was not available in the nineties: operative risk was low but not zero, and all valved conduits had
a limited lifespan requiring several surgical replacements with a progressive difficulty-morbidityrisk.(24) Thus, avoiding a “too early” replacement and ideal timing became important in order to reach
the ultimate end-point: reach old age without cardiac events and with adequate exercise performance.
Assessing strategies with such distant end-points is difficult. The search for the best surrogate endpoint or predictive marker for irreversible or late dysfunction started: RV size, RV systolic or diastolic
function, regurgitant fraction, exercise capacity etc. Currently, the marker most commonly used is RV
size measured with MRI volumetrics with a current end diastolic threshold of 160-170ml/m2.(24)
Pulmonary valve implantation just below this marker predicts some (but incomplete) diminishing of
RV size; however, this threshold has not been shown to be predictive or associated with a good survival
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free of cardiac events until old age. Several authors now advocate more restrictive volumes in the
guidelines since it appears that the nearer to normal (average: 79±14 ml/m2) right ventricular volumes
return after PVR, the better the right ventricular substrate can remodel with lengthier electrical
stability.(24–30) As clinicians, we should remain open-minded: we should not repeat the errors of the
late 1980s when we presumed that any degree of PR would be well tolerated for a lifetime. Equally so,
we must remain critical towards the current “guidelines” which have some logic background, but only
consider upper limits of tolerance without knowledge of late outcome.
In the meantime, the therapeutic options have changed markedly: percutaneous valve replacement at
low (and progressively decreasing) risk is possible with valves that, if implanted under ideal conditions,
are very competitive with good longevity.(31) This brings us back to the initial ideal treatment strategy:
instead of seeing how far one can allow the RV to be damaged before compromising life expectancy
and ventricular function, aim for valve replacement when an adult sized valve can be implanted,
provided this happens at near zero risk and with virtual perfect late outcomes. Such strategy allows to
(hopefully) avoid going beyond the ill-defined point of irreversible damage to the RV. Conversely,
earlier initial valve replacement will induce different nature and timing of re-interventions, which over
a lifetime may or may not be beneficial. With the current imperfect solutions, different strategies need
to be explored, keeping in mind that the answer pertaining to final outcome can only be expected in 3
to 4 decades.
2.6 Conclusions
Post-surgical conduit-free non-stenotic RVOT with free pulmonary regurgitation can be stented and
percutaneous valve replacement can be performed if anatomical (predominantly size) criteria are met.
In experienced hands, the technique is safe with acceptable morbidity. Early results on functional class
and RV size are promising. However, the long term superiority of any treatment strategy will only be
answered in the decades to come.
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CHAPTER 3
Resistance to deformation of stents, combinations of stents and risk of corrosion

Published as : Bjorn Cools, Stephen Brown, Martine Wevers, Jan Van Humbeeck, Derize Boshoff, Cis
Verdonckt, Marc Gewillig. Right ventricle outflow tract pre-stenting: In vitro testing of rigidity and
corrosion properties. Catheter Cardiovasc Interv. 2017; 1-7
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3.1 ABSTRACT
Background: The aim of this study was to assess the resistance to compression (stiffness) of frequently
used stents for right ventricular outflow tract pre-stenting. Also, to assess the corrosion potential when
different types of stent alloys come into contact with each other.
Method: Different stents were tested in vitro in various combinations at specialized metallurgic
laboratories. A bench compression test was used to assess resistance to compression of singular and
joined combinations of stents. Corrosion was evaluated by standardized electrochemical galvanic tests
in physiological solutions at 37°C. Single stents and combinations of stents were evaluated over a
period of 4 -12 weeks.
Results: Relative stiffness of the stents Optimus™/AndraStent® XXL/IntraStent™ LD Max/ 8zig
Cheatham-Platinum stent™, expressed as load per length to deform the stent for 1 mm at 22 mm was
100/104/161/190. Adding additional stents to a single stent significantly strengthened the joined
couples ( p < 0.001). The lowest galvanic corrosion rates (about 0.000001 mm/year) were observed for
the joined CP-AndraStent, Andra-Sapien and Andra-SapienXT. The corrosion rate for coupled CPSapien and CP-SapienXT was somewhat higher (about 0.000003 mm/year). The materials with the
highest corrosion rates resulted in material losses of respectively 17 and 24 µg/year, which is negligible
over a lifetime.
Conclusion: Adding stents to a single stent significantly increases stiffness which will reduce the risk of
metal fatigue failure. Corrosion of individual stents or stent combinations occurs, but is negligible over
a human lifetime with low risk of biological effects. No mechanical integrity problems are thus
expected since there is only 0.3% of the initial diameter of the struts of a stent that will be lost as a
consequence of corrosion after 100 years.
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3.2 INTRODUCTION
Stent dysfunction such as fracture and recompression is a major concern for long-term function after
percutaneous pulmonary valve implantations (PPVI), since it may lead to hemodynamic
compromise.(1–5) A valved stent is exposed to mechanical stress loads resulting in recompression and
strain which ultimately may result in metal fatigue and stent fractures. Stent fractures have been
described in up to 20% of Melody™ (Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN, US) implants during the first
year with hemodynamic compromise requiring re-intervention.(6) Lack of data regarding physical
properties of large stents such as resistance to deformation and corrosion hampered guiding principles
for the use of stents to prepare the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) for a valved stent.(7) As a
result, the Melody™ valve was initially implanted without pre-stenting of the conduit. However, soon
after the initial experiences, RVOT-obstruction and stent fractures forced protocols to be adapted and
pre-stenting became routine in the majority of implanting centers.(6–8)
The aim of this strategy was to create an ideal landing zone and to reduce the risk of development of
stent fractures. Medium-term follow-up has demonstrated that pre-stenting of the conduit
significantly reduces the risk of developing hemodynamically important stent fractures.(3,8,9)
Pre-stenting adds stiffness and stability by creating a framework in the valve landing zone which
redistributes stresses over the whole metal frame, reducing strain and metal fatigue in the material
and therefore delays or may avoid fracture over a human lifetime. Several different stents are available
and stents are selected based on length, diameter, cell design, material, compressibility, shortening,
dilatability, rigidity, strut thickness, sharpness of edges and covering. In the clinical setting, either one
or more different stents with different metallic contents may be used. However, when different metals
are in close physical contact, galvanic currents may develop which may give rise to corrosion.(10,11)
Corrosion may also be influenced by electromagnetic and thermodynamic forces in the body. As a
result of continued corrosion, theoretically, stents may be at risk of not maintaining their strength.
Metal ions may be released into the surrounding tissues; in hip replacements early degeneration of
prostheses was associated high serum levels of cobalt chrome which may be toxic.(10,11)
Data on metal fatigue and fracture rates of the different stents used in PPVI is not available, especially
data on combinations of different types of stents as used during pre-stenting. After Palmaz and Mullins
published their first results of stent use in humans in 1988, accounts of the biological behavior of stents
in vascular structures emerged in the following years.(12–14) Reports of corrosion testing of stents
composed of nitinol, titanium and stainless steel have been published.(15–19) There is, however,
limited published data of strength and corrosion tests for the commonly used stents during PPVI.
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The aim of this study was to assess the resistance to flattening (stiffness) of frequently used stents for
RVOT pre-stenting as well as the corrosion potential when different types of stent alloys come into
contact with each other.

3.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
Different stents were tested in vitro in various combinations at specialized metallurgic laboratories:
department of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering, University of Leuven and METALogic NV,
Rotselaar, Belgium.
The stents were tested in vitro in various combinations. The individual stents and composition can be
viewed in Table 1. The stents were coupled in various combinations consisting of one to three stents.
(AN = AndraStent® XXL (Andramed, Reutlingen, Germany), OP = Optimus™ XXL stent (AndraTech,
Koblenz, Germany) , IN = IntraStent™ LD Max (ev3, Plymouth, MN, USA), CP = 8 zig Cheatham Platinum
stent™ (NuMED, Hopkinton, NY, USA).

Table 1 Various stents used in testing
Abbreviations: CP=Cheatham Platinum stent™, AN=AndraStent® XXL; OP=Optimus XXL; IN=InstraStent LD Max
*Measured, not provided by manufacturer.
*See text for details

3.3.1

Mechanical stiffness testing

The different stents and stent combinations were carefully expanded up to an internal diameter of 22
mm and longitudinally loaded for compression testing in a hydraulic compression system to quantify
compression of the stents. This diameter was selected to simulate the most common clinical (in vivo)
diameter used during PPVI. Before testing, the dimensions of the stent (diameter and length) were
measured. Single stents as well as the combinations of stents were loaded for compression testing
between two plates on a universal Instron 4467 test bench, using a 1 kN load cell (catalog number:
2525-806) (Fig. 1). Displacement was monitored with an extensometer with gage length of 0.25 mm.
The compression rate was 1 mm/min up to 5 mm. Tests were repeated for all single stents and
combinations to control validity and repeatability of the measurements. Testing consisted of: single
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CP, AN, OP, IN and the following combinations: CP+CP & CP+CP+CP and CP+AN & CP+AN+AN, CP+IN,
CP+IN+IN.

Figure 1. Compression bench testing. Instron bench testing demonstrated. A: Single CP stent, B: CP combination

3.3.2

Corrosion testing

3.3.2.1 Galvanic corrosion test
A galvanic corrosion test is performed to determine the corrosion currents/rates which occur when
two or more different metals come into contact with each other. Table 2 shows the stents and
combinations that were analyzed. Couples were made with the stents described and those that are
currently used in the valved stents: the CP is used in the Melody™ valve, and the Sapien™ and
SapienXT™ consist of respectively 316L-stainless steel and a cobalt-chromium alloy (Edwards, Irvine,
CA, USA).

Table 2. Measured open circuit corrosion potentials after 24hr equilibration
Abrreviations: Pt, platinum; Ir, iridium; Au, gold; Co, cobalt; Cr, chrome; 306L, stainless steel,; Ag, silver; Cl, chloride: reference electrode.
*Calculated potential difference between the maerials of all couples and a qualitative estimation of the driving force of galvanic corrosion.
Mixed potentials (in mV vs Ag/AgCl) of all couples in function of time were measured.

Both the IntraStent™ and Sapien™ stent consist of 316L - stainless steel, only the latter was used in the
corrosion tests. All tests were performed in a buffered physiological solution (Plasmalyte AKE0324,
Baxter, Lessines, Belgium) at 37°C to simulate conditions in the body. (Fig 2). This solution was
refreshed weekly to prevent microbial contamination and to keep the pH of the solution around pH
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7.4. The electrochemical galvanic tests were performed at a cathode:anode surface area ratio of 1:1
to simulate two stents positioned within each other. The exposed surface of every test specimen was
1.5 cm². The electrochemical measurement procedures were performed as follows:


Samples were immersed without galvanic contact for 24h (allow equilibration of the test surfaces).
After this period, the open circuit corrosion potential (OCP) of every material was determined
against an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. These measurements result in the galvanic series
representing the initial surface conditions.



The samples were then coupled to each other (Table 2). The galvanic zero resistance amperometry
(ZRA) current and the mixed potentials were measured for 1 hour after 24 hours of equilibration.



After 1 and 2 weeks of exposure, new galvanic ZRA current and mixed potential measurements
were performed for every couple (1 hour per measured couple).



The test was continued for a period of 4 weeks, followed by new galvanic ZRA current and mixed
potential measurements.



All measurements lasted 1 hour to ensure that a stable condition was measured.

At the end of the immersion test the materials were inspected by visual and stereomicroscopic
investigation to determine the type of corrosion as well as the extent of the corrosion effect on the
stent surfaces.
3.3.2.2 Prolonged exposure corrosion test
The following test combinations were applied for a prolonged exposure test: CP + AN, AN + Sapien, An
+ SapienXT, CP + Sapien, CP+ SapienXT . Both stents of every couple were folded within each other
resulting in a direct physical contact between both stent materials, simulating the actual physical
condition. The samples were immersed in the saline solution at 37°C for a total period of 3 months to
determine corrosion rates. Conditions were further identical as applied during the galvanic corrosion
test.
The evaluation at the end of this phase was executed based on the following investigations:


Visual and stereo microscopic investigation of the surfaces (determination of the corrosion type);



Determination of the maximal local corrosion depth if a local corrosion type could be observed –
defined as more than 10 µm;



Weight decrease analysis (calculation based on the measured corrosion rate of the metals).

3.3.3

Statistics

Data was analyzed using standard statistical software (SPSS for windows, SPSS Inc., IBM company,
Chicago, Illinois, US, version 18). A Student-t test was used to compare normally distributed data. A pvalue < 0.05 was considered significant.
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Figure 2. Galvanic corrosion test. Applied samples for galvanic corrosion test (see text). The samples were connected with a copper wire (left)
for the electrochemical measurements and mounted in epoxy to isolate the copper material from the test solution.

3.4 RESULTS
3.4.1

Mechanical tests

Figure 3 shows the specific force (F/tested length) versus displacement of the plates during
compression for the different types of stents. Relative stiffness of the stents OP/AN/IN/CP, expressed
as load per length to deform the stent for 1 mm at 22 mm was 100/104/161/190. Relative stiffness
was influenced by the thickness, material and structure of the cells. The deployment of a stent within
another stent considerably increased stiffness. The CP stent™ was 54%-56% stiffer than the other
stents (IN, AN and OP), but this difference was not statistically significant (p=0.140). The cobaltchromium stents differed little compared to each other. The deployment of a stent within another
stent considerably increased stiffness. The addition of one more stent stiffened up the combined units
by a minimum of 17% compared to a single CP stent™ (p=0.030). Furthermore, adding more stents
(CP+AN+AN) stiffened combinations by another 19%. Similar results were found when more stents of
the same kind (CP) were inserted into each other. The stiffness of the combination increased by 74%
by addition of one and by 178% by adding two additional CP stents™ (p=0.010). This indicates that, in
combinations of more than 1 stent, for the same applied external forces, less strain will be

experienced in the stent which also means less flexibility or strain in the most critical places in
the stent.
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Figure 3. Compression force vs. displacement of stents.

3.4.2

Corrosion testing

3.4.2.1 Galvanic currents and mixed potentials
Galvanic corrosion potentials indicated that the CP stent™ was comprised of the most noble metals
and thus corrosion resistant, followed by the Cobalt-Chromium stents (Table 3).
Mixed potentials (in mV vs. Ag/AgCl) of all couples in function of time were measured. The galvanic
currents showed that a steady state corrosion rate for couples 1, 2 and 4 were established after 4
weeks and remained quite low thereafter. The currents for couples 4 and 5 were somewhat higher,
but showed a similar decrease to a steady state after 4 weeks. The lowest galvanic corrosion rates
(about 0.000001 mm/year) were observed for the joined CP+AN, AN-Sapien and Andra-SapienXT. The
corrosion rate for coupled CP-Sapien and CP-SapienXT was somewhat higher (about 0.000003
mm/year). The materials with the highest corrosion rates (CP+Sapien XT and CP+Sapien XT) will result
in material losses of respectively 17 and 24 µg/year, estimated for a coupled stent system. The material
loss of the other couples was only about 10 µg/year.

Table 3. Galvanic series based on the measured average open circuit potential (Eoc) of all tested materials. Pt Platinum, Ir Iridium, Au Gold,
Co Cobalt, Cr Chrome
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3.4.2.2 Exposure corrosion test
The maximum calculated uniform corrosion rates varied from 0.000008 to 0.0000028 mm/year for the
coupled stents. No visible signs of corrosion could be observed on the materials of the Platinum Iridium
or Cobalt Chromium stents, based on macroscopic and stereo-microscopic investigation of the surface
after an exposure in physiological solution over 3 months (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Macroscopic and Stereo microscopic images of stents after 3 month corrosion test. *A = AN; B = CP. Note no pitting observed macro
or microscopically.

3.5 DISCUSSION
Stent fractures following PPVI give rise to varying degrees of hemodynamic impairment ranging from
mild to severe with or without valve dysfunction.(1–3,5) Recent midterm follow-up of the Melody™
valve identified elements associated with a higher risk of stent fracture.(9) Geometrical anomalies of
the stented valve such as deformation and compression increase the risks whilst implantation within
a protected RVOT was proven to lower risks.(5,20,21)
Our bench testing shows that a singular (thicker) CP stent™ is more resistant to deformation than a
single Optimus™, AndraStent® or IntraStent™. More importantly, mechanical compression testing
unequivocally confirms what can logically be expected: by adding one or more combination of stents
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to a single stent, deformation resistance is significantly augmented. The results show that, in
combinations of more than 1 stent, for the same applied external forces, less strain will be experienced
in the stent which also means less flexibility or strain in the most critical places in the stent.
Fatigue endurance curves of metals are known and show that higher stiffness leads to a lower strain
amplitude which results in a longer lifetime or higher number of cycles to failure. This bench testing
proves that lowering the strain amplitude by multiple pre-stenting adds more stiffness and therefore
lowers the risk of deformation and ultimately fracture; this is metal fatigue known as the Basquin or
Wohler law.(22) Therefore, our findings support clinical observations that a pre-stented RVOT leads to
a lower incidence of stented valve fractures, dysfunction and re-interventions.(6) The results support
what common logic predicts: increasing thickness of the wall of a cylindrical structure (by adding more
stents) reduces wall stress and makes the cylinder stronger by an increasing margin. It also has
additional benefit in the clinical situation by increasing roundness of the wall, which also improves
resistance to fractures.(23)
The choice of a pre-stent can be influenced by many factors. A thin sharper laser cut strut with hybrid
open cell design will have more friction and retention than a closed cell stent consisting of rounded
wire. High retention forces may be an advantage when the pre-stent is deployed in a soft conduit free
outflow tract, but can be a disadvantage when an unprotected valve (typical for the Sapien system) is
maneuvered into the landing zone. Stent thickness must also be taken into account when preparing a
landing zone in the RVOT: combinations of multiple stents will reduce the inner diameter. This can be
a clinical advantage when size reduction of the landing zone is required, or a disadvantage as for the
same inner diameter more external compression will occur or when the stents are deployed in a
restrictive ring, thereby further reducing the functional lumen. Fractures of a CP stent™ can readily be
seen since the CP stent™ has a closed cell design with thicker metal struts rendering it more
radiopaque. Fractures can thus more easily be observed during routine radiography if cells are
distorted as opposed to the thinner, more difficult to visualize hybrid open cells of the thinner laser
cut stents. The different designs of the cells of the two stents may also respond differently to in vivo
forces such as fretting and leverage which may accelerate focal metal fatigue.
When using different metals in close contact corrosion can be expected. Corrosion tests show that the
CP stent™ has the noblest material, followed by the others. When the different stent alloys come into
direct contact with one another, the least noble metal undergoes an anodic corrosion reaction, whilst
the more noble metal will not corrode since electrons are held tightly together. The lowest galvanic
corrosion rate was present in the combination of CP-Sapien, AN-Sapien and AN-SapienXT. The
corrosion rate for coupled CP-Sapien and CP-SapienXT was only a little higher. More importantly, no
pitting corrosion could be observed by stereomicroscopic inspection of the surface of the tested stent
materials of the exposed test samples.
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The corrosion rate and material loss of all tested stent compounds is very low. No mechanical integrity
problems are expected as a result of corrosion since there is only 0.3% of the initial diameter of the
wires of a stent that will be lost as a consequence of corrosion after 100 years. Per implication, the
stents will outlive the patient. This compares favorably to findings in a study using other stents.(10,24)
Similarly, no biological effect can be expected on the organism with such little metal ions being
released into the tissues (e.g. safe dose for Cobalt < 7ppb). Even the combination of materials with the
highest driving force for galvanic corrosion will result in minimal material losses which amounts to <
0.5 ppb.
Of particular interest, after an initial higher rate, corrosion in the samples appeared to decrease after
4 weeks. This can be ascribed to ions combining with oxygen to form a oxide film over the exposed
stent surfaces preventing further corrosion and ion dissolution into the tissues.(10,24) Studies on
nickel release of atrial septal defect devices reported similar findings: a calcium phosphate layer is
formed over the oxide membrane during endothelialization in the body, further reducing metal ion
release; this would likely also occur with RVOT stents.(25)
No ideal stent exists and current stents represent a compromise of advantages and disadvantages, but
if the behavior of a stent or combinations of stents are known, it can allow clinicians to select the most
ideal stent(s) for a given situation and influence future stent performance. There is little evidence to
date, in mid-term follow-up, of significant disadvantages of pre-stenting such as corrosion, fretting,
leverage, erosion with puncture of vessel walls and fracture/embolization, and endocarditis risk.
Therefore, the potential advantages of adequate pre-stenting most likely outweigh the long-term
disadvantages of pre-stenting. Adequate pre-stenting is required to relieve RVOT gradients prior to
percutaneous valve implantation, create a stable landing zone to reduce fractures of the Melody™
valve and allow a proper circular configuration for proper function of the Sapien™ valve.(26)
3.6 Conclusion
Joined combinations of stents significantly increase stiffness and reduce the risk of metal fatigue
failure. Corrosion of individual stents or stent combinations occur, but is negligible over a human
lifetime and the concentration of dissolved ions is too low to cause biological effects. Knowledge of
physical behavior of implanted materials is helpful when planning and performing RVOT pre-stenting.
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3.7 Supplement
Mathematical Model to Demonstrate Stent Strength
Only looking at the formula for a vessel, the circumferential stress σ1 is given by equation [1] and the
total elongation of the ring δt is given by equation [2] and the elongation of the radius δr is given by
equation [3].

[1]

[2]

[3]

These formula clearly indicate that by increasing the stiffness of the wall material (E in the formula)
or by increasing the thickness of the wall (t in the formula), the circumferential stress in the wall and
the elongation of the ring (and hence also the elongation of the radius) is reduced. This is what
happens if a stent is introduced in the blood vessel; it also proves that by adding more stents or a
stent with a higher structural stiffness leads to lower stress for all components of the structure
(blood vessel wall, stent struts) for the same pressure in the vessel.
When considering the fatigue endurance curve or Whöler curve of a metal (see below) and
considering the reduction in stresses/strains, this ultimately also leads to a higher number of cycles
to failure or a longer lifetime.
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CHAPTER 4
Creation of animal model with pulmonary valve regurgitation and RV volume overload
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4.1 ABSTRACT
Introduction: Patients with surgically repaired tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) often develop pulmonary
regurgitation (PR) with chronic right ventricular volume overload, leading to adverse outcomes. The
aim is to create an animal model with severe PR and RV volume overload which enables studying RV
remodeling after PR and reverse remodeling after PVR at different time intervals. Two historical animal
models in whom PR was created were compared.
Methods: Historical comparison of two different types of ovine animal models with PR. In the first
model (SURG model, n=8) in lamb stage at the age of 4.5±0.5 months PR was created by resection of
at least 2 pulmonary valve leaflets (PV) through a transannular incision and a supra-annular PTFE strip
was secured at a diameter of 22 mm. In the second model (STENT model, n=13) in lamb stage at the
age of 4.5±0.5 months pressure load with PA banding was fashioned with preserved oxygen saturation
and cardiac output. In the STENT model at the age of 7.5±0.5 months the PA banding was balloon
dilated and a bare metal stent was placed across the pulmonary valve creating PR. Age and weight
matched healthy animals (n=6) served as control. The severity of PR and right ventricular (RV)
dilatation was assessed with cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) at the age of 1 year in all
animals.
Results: In the SURG model all animals survived. In STENT model 3 animals died due to ventricular
fibrillation (VF) and 2 animals were excluded due to stent embolization (8/13 completed the series).
The STENT model showed a maximal systolic velocity (Vmax) across the right ventricular outflow tract
(RVOT) of 2.3±1.0 m/s at the age of 7.5±0.5 months compared to 1.6±0.6 m/s in the SURG model at
the age of 12.5±0.5 months. At the age of 1 year the PR fraction was significantly higher in the STENT
model 61±8% compared to the SURG model 16±16% (p <0.001). RV end diastolic volume indexed for
body surface (RVEDVi) was significantly higher in the STENT model 116.7±32 ml/m2 in compared to
70.0 ± 26 ml/m2 in SURG TOF 40.0±6 ml/m2 (p <0.05). RVEDVi was significantly higher in SURG and
STENT model compared to healthy animals (p <0.001 and p <0.05, respectively). Right ventricle (RV)to-left ventricle (LV) EDV ratio was significantly higher in the STENT model 2.6±0.9 compared to the
SURG model 1.2±0.5 (p <0.05).
Conclusion: Comparison of two different historical types of animal models where PR was created. The
STENT model had more but still mild PS and was more efficient in creating a severe PR leading to RV
dilatation therefore simulating the changes that occur in patients with TOF. This model can be used to
study remodeling and reversed remodeling of the RV thereby offering the possibility to develop
improved treatment strategies for patients with TOF.
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4.2 INTRODUCTION
Over 11.800 reports regarding tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) have been published. In 1944 the first surgical
treatment was offered to these patients by means of the Blalock and Taussig shunt.(1,2) First
intracardiac repair was performed in 1954.(3) At this stage the primary goal was relief of the pulmonary
stenosis and a degree of pulmonary regurgitation (PR) was accepted. Initially the PR was well tolerated
but in the long-term it appeared not to be a benign lesion.(4)
In this process the right ventricle (RV) switched from a pressure overload to a volume overload.(5)
Over time, it became clear that the severity of the pulmonary valve regurgitation determines the long
term outcome.(6,7) The long-term problems such as malignant arrhythmias leading to sudden cardiac
death (SCD) and progressive right ventricular even biventricular failure occurred.(6,8–13) Pulmonary
valve replacement (PVR) was believed necessary in patients with severe PR and RV volume overload,
but the ideal timing of this intervention remains the substrate for a still ongoing discussion.
(7,8,10,11,13–16) New surgical treatment strategies included valve-sparing techniques to avoid this
progressive PR.(17,18)
The recent ESC and ACC recommendations for PVR in repaired TOF patients state PVR is recommended
in symptomatic patients with severe PR and should be considered in asymptomatic patients with
severe PR and in the presence of progressive RV dilatation (RV end-systolic volume index ≥80 ml/m2,
and/or RV end-diastolic volume index ≥160 ml/m2, and/or progression of tricuspid regurgitation (TR)
to at least moderate.(19)
Changes in treatment strategy can take decades to detect a difference in the long-term outcome in
humans. Animal models with a short lifespan and sharing the same pathophysiological changes as the
human patient may help to address some research questions. Different animal models have been
developed using a variety of techniques in creating PR leading to RV volume overload. Some used a
transannular patch, others used external suture plication of the PV. Sometimes a bare metal stent was
placed across the pulmonary valve (PV) to create PR.(20–26)
The aim of this study was to compare two historical ovine animal models where pulmonary valve
regurgitation (PR) was created. Two different techniques were employed to create pulmonary valve
regurgitation and a comparison of the efficiency in creating severe PR and RV dilatation was made.
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4.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experiments were performed in sheep and started at lamb stage.
In the first model the PR was created by surgical leaflet resection as described below and is named
SURG model. In the second model the PR was created by stenting the pulmonary valve (PV) as
described below and is labeled the STENT model.
All experiments were conducted in the laboratory of experimental cardiac surgery animal facility of
the Catholic University Leuven, the facility carries the license number LA 1210253. The project was
approved by the ethical board for animal experiments with project number 024/2014. All interventions
and CMR scans were performed under general anesthesia: intravenous injection (IV) of 22 mg/kg of
ketamin (Nimatek® 100 mg/ml, Dechra), inhaled Isoflurane Veterinary 5% (Iso-Vet 1000 mg/g, Dechra)
at induction and 2.5% maintenance. Analgesia during interventional procedures was given using 0,03
mg/kg IV buprenorphine (Vetergesic® 0.3mg/ml, Ceva) and 0,2 mg/kg IV meloxicam (Metacam® 20
mg/ml, Boehringer Ingelheim). Analgetics were continued after interventions as long as deemed
necessary by the site staff. For infective prophylaxis 40.000 IU/kg IV penicillin (2.000.000 IE/UI, Kela
Pharma) and 6.6 mg/kg IV gentamycin (Genta-Kel® 50 mg/ml Kela Pharma) was used. During
endovascular procedures 100 IU/kg IV heparin was administered and repeated every 1 hour.
Monitoring consisted of 3-lead ECG, oxygen saturation, exhaled CO2, invasive blood pressure
monitoring (arterial line at the ear site), IV access.
4.3.1

Description of the used technique in the different types model to create PR

4.3.1.1 SURG model (n = 8)
A total of 8 animals started and completed the experiment (8/8).
At the age of 4.5±0.5 months (lamb stage) at a mean weight of 31.0±5.2 kg a left thoracotomy was
performed in the 4th intercostal space. After opening the pericardium a side clamp was positioned over
the RVOT, pulmonary valve and pulmonary artery using a Satinsky forceps. Following surgical incision
at least 2 leaflets were resected. The PA was closed with 5/0 Prolene sutures and the clamp was
removed. Total clamping time did not exceed 5 minutes. Once the animal was hemodynamically stable
a PTFE strip was placed around the PA trunk to encircle it. The diameter of the PA banding was fixed
at 22 mm (2xπxR). The ends of the PTFE strip were sutured with Prolene 5/0 and 2 additional stitches
with Prolene 5/0 attached the PFTE strip to the wall of the PA to prevent shifting. (Fig. 1)
The aim of the PA banding was to create a mild stenosis and to ensure a stable retention zone for
stented valve apposition in future experiments.
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Figure 1 A/ Surgical model with sutured incision in the RVOT after resection of pulmonary valve leaflets and the supra-annular PTFE strip at
22 mm diameter. B/ stent model at the initial surgical step with the supra-annular PTFE strip creating a stenosis and the infundibular radioopaque marker for orientation during subsequent endovascular procedures.

4.3.1.2 STENT model (n = 13)
At the age of 4.5± 0.5 months and a mean weight of 28.5±5.0 kg a left thoracotomy was performed in
the 4th intercostal area. A PTFE strip was placed around the PA and tightened until a thrill was detected
and the oxygen saturation and cardiac output maintained. The PA banding was secured to the PA wall
2 additional Prolene 5/0 sutures to prevent displacement.
At the age of 7.5±0.5 months and mean weight of 34.5±3.3 kg the PA banding was dilated using a highpressure balloon and a bare metal stent was placed across the PV using fluoroscopy (OEC GE®
healthcare). Access was provided with a 10 French (Fr) short introducer sheath (Cordis®, Santa Clara,
US) in the left jugular vein. A 6 Fr end-hole Lehman catheter with a 0.035” J-tip Radifocus® guidewire
M (Terumo® Leuven, Belgium) was placed into the distal pulmonary artery. The wire was exchanged
for a 0.035” E-wire (Jotec®, Hechingen, Germany) using a 6 Fr right coronary guiding catheter. The PA
banding was dilated using a 22 mm high-pressure balloon Atlas Gold (Bard®, Arizona, USA) with a
pressure insufflator to a pressure of 20 atmosphere (ATM). The introducer was exchanged for a 14 Fr
85 cm Performer™ guiding sheath (Mullins design) (Cook Medical, Limerick, Ireland) placed distally in
the PA trunk. A 45 mm bare metal CP-stent™ (Numed, Hopkinton NY, USA) was mounted on a 22 mm
BIB™-balloon (Numed, Hopkinton NY, USA) and was delivered into the RVOT with the distal struts at
the PA banding site. The length of stent was selected to ensure that the PV leaflets were enclosed by
the stent. At start of the procedure 1 mg/kg IV lidocaine was administered.
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4.3.2

Imaging

All animals of both groups underwent cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) (3T Magnetom Trio
Siemens®) after PR was created as indicated in Figure 3. All CMR scans were performed by one and the
same observer (P.C.). Image analysis was done using Matlab® (MathWorks®, US) (B.C. and P.C.).
Ventricular dimensions were obtained using slice by slice manual contouring of the endocardial and
epicardial border in systolic and diastolic phase on the short axis views. The papillary muscles were
excluded from the tracing. Pulmonary valve flow and regurgitation fraction were calculated on short
axis view slices and phase contrast images. The pulmonary regurgitation was calculated by quantifying
the reversal of diastolic flow on the phase contrast images, which were acquired perpendicular to the
PA and distal from the PV. Data were indexed for body surface area (BSA) with use of the formula of
Mitchell 0.09xW0.67.(27)
CMR analysis was performed in the SURG model (n=8) at the mean age of 12.5±2.4 months and mean
weight 43.3±4.4 kg and in the STENT model (n=8) at the age of 12.6±2.5 months and mean weight
49.9±4.7 kg. Six healthy animals underwent CMR at mean age of 11.7±0.1 month and mean weight
48.6±6.5 kg. (Fig. 2)
4.3.3

Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS© version 26 (IBM©). Test for normality was done using
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Groups were compared using an independent Student t-test. Comparison
among different groups was done using Anova (F) test. Continuous data are expressed as means and
the standard error of the mean. Statistical significance was accepted with a p-value <0.05. Graphs were
plotted using Prism® 8 (GraphPad©).
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Figure 2 Flowchart of experiments PA pulmonary artery, VF ventricular fibrillation, PV pulmonary valve, CMR cardiovascular magnetic
resonance, PA pulmonary artery

4.4 RESULTS
Data are presented in Table 1 and Fig. 3. There was no significant difference in age or weight between
the groups. In the STENT model five animals (5/13) were lost or excluded whereas in the SURG model
no animals were lost or excluded. (Fig. 2)
The maximal velocity (Vmax) across the RVOT was 2.3±1.0 m/s in the STENT model (age 7.5±0.5
months) compared to 1.6±0.6 m/s in the SURG model at the age of 12.5±0.5 months.
The PR fraction was significantly higher in the stent model compared to the surgical model which
demonstrated a mild to moderate grade of PR. The PR resulted in dilatation of the right ventricle. The
end systolic (RVESVi) and diastolic volume (RVEDVi) indexed for body surface (BSA) were significantly
higher in the STENT model compared to the SURG model. Both interventional models did have
significantly higher RVEDVi and RVESVi compared to healthy animals. (Table 1). The end diastolic and
end systolic RV to LV ratio were significantly higher in the STENT model versus the SURG model.
Complications were only experienced in the STENT model. The most common complications which led
to animal loss or exclusion from the study were ventricular fibrillation (VF) (n=3) and stent
embolization (n=2). (Figure 2) No animals were lost or needed to be excluded in the SURG model.
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Table 1 CMR data
SURG model
n=8

STENT model
n=8

Normal
n=6

p value

mean (SD)

mean (SD)

mean (SD)

SURG-STENT

SURG-Normal

STENT-Normal

12.4±2.4
43.3±1.4

13.6±2.6
49.9±4.7

11.7±0.0
48.5±6.6

ns
ns

ns
ns

ns
ns

59.7±8.8
70.0±26.5
34.3±6.6
41.4±13.5
25.4±4.8
28.9±14.9
102±15
1.2±0.5
1.3±0.6

46.2±11.5
116.7±32.5
22.2±3.2
50.5±19.7
24.0±12.3
66.3±20.7
93± 30
2.6±0.9
2.2±0.7

57.0±5.5
40.0±5.9
33.8±7.9
24.0±5.6
23.2±3.3
16.0±3.5
81± 10
0.7±0.1
0.7±0.1

<0.05
<0.05
<0.001
ns
ns
<0.05
ns
<0.05
<0.05

ns
<0.05
ns
<0.05
ns
ns
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05

ns
<0.001
<0.05
<0.05
ns
<0.001
ns
<0.001
<0.001

unit

Age
months
Weight
kg
MRI
Ventricular dimensions
LV EDVi
ml/m²
RV EDVi
ml/m²
LV ESVi
ml/m²
RV ESVi
ml/m²
LV SVi
ml/m²
RV SVi
ml/m²
HR
BPM
RV to LV EDVi ratio
RV to LV ESVi ratio
Pulmonary valve
PR fraction
Vmax

%

16±16

61±8

0.1±0.1

<0.001

<0.05

<0.001

m/s

1.6±1.51

0.8±0.52

1.1±0.2

<0.05

ns

ns

SD Standard deviation, i indexed for body surface area, Vmax maximal velocity measured on CMR,
2

1

Vmax measured at the age of 12.5 ±2.4 months,

Vmax measured at the age of 12.6±2.5 months

Figure 3 A/ pulmonary valve regurgitation fraction; B/ indexed right ventricular end diastolic volume on CMR; C/ RV to LV ratio of end diastolic
** p <0.05, *** p <0.001

4.5 DISCUSSION
Two historical different types of animal models with pulmonary valve regurgitation were compared. In
the first model the PR was created by surgical leaflet resection and in the second model the PR was
created by stenting the pulmonary valve.
All animals were evaluated at the age of 1 year for comparison of the severity of PR and RV dilatation.
Both models developed PR which was more pronounced in the STENT model. The PR resulted in both
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models in RV dilatation. Also, the RV dilation was most pronounced in the STENT model compared to
the SURG model. In both models a PA banding was performed with different intentions. The PA
banding in the STENT model was tighter in order to create a pulmonary stenosis. The aim of PA banding
in the SURG model was to ensure a retention zone for future percutaneous PVR with stented valve.
The animal loss was higher in the STENT model compared to the SURG model. The main reasons for
loss or exclusion from the study were VF and stent embolization.
Different methods have been used to create PR in animal models. Some used a transannular patch,
leaflet resection (valvectomy) or an external suture plication technique in order to create PR.(20–
22,24,28–30) In pigs a bare metal stent across the PV was used to create PR.(23,26) The PR fraction
quantified using CMR was less pronounced or not reported in the pig trials and PS was not created
prior to PR.(23,31) Creating PS by means of a PA banding with and without PR has been reported in
pigs.(22,32–34) In the majority of trials the follow-up time after PR was limited to 8-12 weeks and
exceptionally up to 3 months; some were acute experiments.(20–22,24,28–30) The choice of the
model depends on the purpose to be studied. Most animal studies focus on the RV remodeling due to
PR.(20–22,24,30,32) Few reports on PVR in animal models do exist and mostly the focus was on the
feasibility of valve implantation.(25,35) Ersboell et al performed PVR at different time intervals in pigs
and looked at RV reverse remodeling on CMR.(23) A RV >120 ml/m² was predictive for low probability
of recovery within 1 month after PVR.
The objective of the chosen model is to evaluate the RV remodeling after PR and reverse remodeling
after PVR in future experiments. The aim is to perform PVR using a stented valve (Melody™ TPV,
Medtronic Inc, Minneapolis, US). The outer diameter of the Melody™ valve is limited to 24.1 mm when
delivered on a 22 mm Ensemble™. The RVOT can become markedly dilated after a transannular patch
and therefore this model is less suitable for PVR with a stented valve with limited outer
diameter.(21,22,25) A large RVOT can result in embolization of the valve which has been encountered
during a pilot study. To accommodate for this problem a PTFE strip at a diameter of 22 mm was fixed
around the PA in the SURG model. Hereby a modest PS was created that could serve as a retention
zone for good apposition of the stented valve. In the STENT model, the PA band was tightened more
creating a more pronounced RVOT stenosis in order to simulate the PS prior to PR is created similar to
patients with TOF. Even though on CMR and angiography the PA banding resulted in an important
narrowing of the PA diameter, the measured RVOT gradient on CMR was rather mild. As mentioned
previously, it consists of a comparison of historical models which evolved with growing insight.
The STENT model was prone to develop complications. The most common observed complication was
ventricular fibrillation which occurred mainly upon advancing the Performer™ sheath into the RVOT.
VF is not mentioned in the trials where stents were implanted in piglets.(23,26) In order to reduce this
risk for VF Dardenne et al recommended administration of amiodarone 100 mg IV in the days prior to
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the intervention and 25 to 50 mg/h during the procedure. Lidocaine can also be used during the
procedure at a dose of 1 to 2 mg/kg IV.(36) In case of VF CPR protocol is as follows: external shock
(120-200 J), chest compression and epinephrine 1 mg, atropine 1 mg IV.
To reduce the risk of animal loss upon PVR the use of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO)
was implemented.
A second complication was embolization of the stent upon retrieval of the BIB™ balloon. In the present
study 45 mm CP-stent™ (Numed, Hopinkton NY, US) was used which has a closed cell design which is
less ideal for delivering in non-stenotic conduit. Stents with a more open or hybrid cell design could
accommodate for this issue.(37)
Animal models can help to address some research questions. When the aim is to detect a difference
in long-term outcome, animals with short lifespan sharing the same pathophysiological changes as the
patients may be of value. In patients with tetralogy of Fallot known long-term risks such as malignant
arrhythmias leading to sudden cardiac death and ventricular failure pose a serious threat.(10–13) Upon
relief of the RVOT stenosis at surgical repair, PR often results which can become severe and will lead
to progressive RV volume overload. This chronic RV volume overload is a major contributing factor for
the development of malignant arrhythmias, SCD and ventricular failure.(7,8,10,12,13,38,39) PVR is
mostly needed in the patients with repaired TOF during life, the ideal timing remains however
uncertain.(10,14,16,40) Performing earlier PVR leads to more re-interventions. Later PVR has been
shown to result in less pronounced RV reverse remodeling with persistence of arrhythmias.(41,42) It
may take decades to observe a difference in the long-term outcomes when treatment policies are
changed. To address some of the questions regarding timing of PVR we were interested in an animal
model where quick, severe PR can be induced leading to RV dilatation an in which PVR is feasible. The
model should simulate the pathophysiological changes reminiscent of those observed in patients with
TOF.
Stenting the RVOT resulted in a more distinct and reproducible RV dilatation despite the price of a
higher animal loss. The STENT model initially has a PS and later a severe PR leading to chronic RV
overload which makes this model to correlate well with the pathophysiology as seen in patients with
tetralogy of Fallot. The presented ovine model can be used for the evaluation of the RV remodeling in
chronic volume overload and reverse remodeling after PVR at different time intervals.
4.6 CONCLUSION
It is feasible to create a model with severe pulmonary regurgitation leading to RV volume overload.
Stenting the PV resulted in a more reproducible and more distinct PR and RV dilatation compared to
surgical leaflet resection. The STENT model with initial PS and subsequent severe PR leading to chronic
RV overload simulates the pathophysiology of a tetralogy of Fallot. The model can be used to study RV
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remodeling due to severe PR and reverse remodeling after PVR.
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CHAPTER 5
Right ventricular remodeling and reverse remodeling after pulmonary valve replacement in an ovine
TOF model
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5.1 ABSTRACT
Introduction: Patients with tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) may develop severe pulmonary regurgitation (PR)
after surgical repair resulting in chronic right ventricular (RV) volume overload. This leads to right
ventricular failure, arrhythmias and premature sudden cardiac death. Pulmonary valve replacement
(PVR) can normalize RV load and can partially reverse deleterious changes, but timing of PVR remains
controversial. We evaluated RV remodeling in an ovine model of TOF and reverse remodeling after
PVR at different time intervals after introducing PR.
Materials and methods: Lambs underwent supra-annular banding of the pulmonary artery (PS) via
thoracotomy (n = 30). After 3 months this band was relieved by balloon dilation and the pulmonary
valve (PV) was overstented to create regurgitation (PR) (n = 22). Sixteen animals received a Melody™
valve after 5 months (EARLY-PVR, n = 8) or after 10 months (LATE-PVR, n=8). Cardiac Magnetic
Resonance (CMR) was performed in all groups before and within 2 weeks after each intervention and
at sacrifice. Histological analysis to determine fibrosis and hypertrophy was done on full thickness
myocardium at sacrifice.
Results: The PA banding, although tight on CMR and angiography, demonstrated 3 months after
creation a peak velocity (Vmax) across the right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) of 2.3±1.0 m/s in the
EARLY-PVR group and 2.7±1.2 m/s in the LATE-PVR group. The PS was relieved resulting in decrease in
invasive PTP gradient from 12±3 to 3±2 mmHg (p <0.001) in EARLY-PVR and from 12±5 to 2±2 mmHg
(p <0.05) in LATE-PVR. Bare metal stent placement across the RVOT led to severe PR reflected by a PR
fraction of 44±11% in EARLY-PVR and 41±8% in LATE-PVR. PR resulted in a major increase of right
ventricular end diastolic volume indexed for body surface area (RVEDVi) in EARLY-PVR from 48.1±8.6
to 94.1±17.6 ml/m² (p <0.001) and in LATE-PVR from 51.2±7.4 to 87.9±17.6 ml/m² (p <0.001). Two
weeks after PVR, RV reverse remodeling was more pronounced in the EARLY-PVR group with a
RVEDVi of 47.5±17.8 ml/m² compared to RVEDVi of 27.5±12.5 ml/m² in the LATE-PVR group (p
<0.05). Five months after PVR the RVEDVi did not differ between EARLY-PVR 74.9±15.3 ml/m² and
LATE-PVR 78.5± 34.4 ml/m² (ns) and still remained elevated. All animals who underwent PA banding
showed hypertrophy. There was no difference in hypertrophy reflected by the number of transected
myocytes per 1.3mm between the EARLY-PVR group (72.9±8.2) and LATE-PVR group (72.9+-10.6) (ns).
The animals with chronic volume overload (PR group) who did not receive PVR showed more fibrosis
reflected by a higher percentage of cross-linked collagen - 2.6±1.2% compared to animals who
underwent EARLY-PVR 1.33±0.56% (p <0.05) and LATE-PVR 1.89±0.85% (ns). The alpha smooth muscle
cell actin (a-SMA) which is expressed by activated fibroblasts (myofibroblasts) was significantly more
expressed in the PR group with 431.1±54.1 positive cells/mm² compared to 274.4±42.6 positive
cells/mm² in EARLY-PVR (p < 0.001) and 261.5±68.0 positive cells/mm² in LATE-PVR (p <0.001).
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Conclusion: This ovine model showed pathophysiological changes comparable to the late
postoperative course in TOF. Severe PR led to RV volume overload. EARLY-PVR showed a higher rate
of RV reverse remodeling but after 5 months no difference in RVEDV changes between EARLY-PVR and
LATE-PVR was observed. The severe PR with chronic RV volume overload induced fibrosis and PVR
resulted in less fibrosis, which was most pronounced after EARLY-PVR.
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5.2 INTRODUCTION
The treatment strategy in patients with a tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) has evolved over the past decades.
Back in the 1980s’ the aim was to achieve maximal relief the RVOT stenosis accepting any degree of
pulmonary regurgitation (PR), because residual RVOT stenosis was a major risk factor for postoperative
death.(1) The severe PR which led to progressive right ventricular (RV) volume overload was well
tolerated for some decades, but in the long-term this chronic RV volume overload resulted in RV failure
and malignant arrhythmias leading to sudden cardiac death (SCD).(2–9) Replacing the pulmonary valve
(PVR) is deemed necessary in patients with TOF and severe PR. Until 2000 PVR was only possible
surgically using a conduit or allograft. Surgical conduits has limited longevity ranging from 47-78% at
10 years after implantation.(10–13) Due to the limited durability and need for redo-PVR during life
with increasing complexity after each redo sternotomy the aim was to keep the total number of
surgical redo-PVR during a lifetime as low as possible.
Guidelines with recommendations for PVR were therefore established, using surrogate endpoints.(2,14–17) PVR has never been proven to reduce the burden of malignant arrhythmias, SCD and
RV failure.(18)
The surgical strategy was adapted with ‘valve sparing’ techniques in order to reduce the risk of
developing PR and subsequent need for PVR.(19–21) With the development of the stented valve in the
years 2000 the era of percutaneous pulmonary valve replacement therapy (PPVR) was initiated. The
advantages of this technique include minimal procedural discomfort, low morbidity, hardly no
procedural mortality and good medium-term longevity of the valve.(22,23) The PPVR technique
became attractive for TOF patients; the debate on ideal timing of PVR was restarted.(2,4,6,8,18,24–
31) It takes 3-4 decades before a change in treatment strategy can show a difference in the long-term
risks. Animal models with shorter lifespan can help to address some of these research questions.
Different animal models with PR leading to RV volume overload have been created.(32,33,42,43,34–
41) used a transannular patch, others leaflet resection or external plication of the leaflets and some
placed bare metal stents across the pulmonary valve in order to create PR.(32,37,41–45) Reports focus
on the feasibility of the stent or valve implantation but only few performed PVR and looked at RV
reverse remodeling.(37,38,46,47)
The aim was to study RV remodeling due to chronic volume overload and reversed RV remodeling after
pulmonary valve replacement at different time intervals using an animal model which simulates
pathophysiological changes with late postoperative TOF patients.
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5.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
All experiments were conducted in the laboratory of experimental cardiac surgery animal facility of
the KUL. The facility carries the license number LA 1210253. The project was approved by the ethical
board for animal experiments with project number 024/2014. All interventions and CMR scans were
performed under general anesthesia: intravenous injection (IV) of 22 mg/kg of ketamine (Nimatek®
100 mg/ml, Dechra), inhaled Isoflurane Veterinary 5% (Iso-Vet 1000 mg/g, Dechra) at induction and
2.5% maintenance. Analgesia during interventional procedures was given using 0.03 mg/kg IV
buprenorphine (Vetergesic® 0.3mg/ml, Ceva) and 0.2 mg/kg IV meloxicam (Metacam® 20 mg/ml,
Boehringer Ingelheim). Analgesics were continued after interventions as long as deemed necessary by
the site staff. For infective prophylaxis 40.000 IU/kg IV penicillin (2.000.000 IE/UI, Kela Pharma) and
6.6 mg/kg IV gentamycin (Genta-Kel® 50 mg/ml Kela Pharma) was used. During endovascular
procedures 100 IU/kg IV heparin was administered and repeated every hour. Monitoring consisted of
3-lead ECG, oxygen saturation, exhaled CO2, invasive blood pressure monitoring (arterial line at the ear
site), IV access. Peripheral IV line was inserted in a posterior limb. Twenty-four hours prior to an
endovascular procedure, 5 mg/kg IV amiodarone and at the start of the procedure 1 mg/kg IV lidocaine
was administered. Animals who underwent PVR (n=16) received 100 mg acetylsalicylic acid orally once
daily.
A total of 46 animals started the experiments. Eight animals were excluded from the analysis for the
following reasons: ventricular fibrillation (VF) (n = 4), stent embolization (n = 2), endocarditis (n = 1),
rupture of the PA on balloon dilation (n = 1). Eight (n=8) healthy animals were also analyzed and served
as a reference group.
VF and stent embolization occurred at bare metal stent placement and were not observed at PVR.
The animals were allocated to the following groups: (Fig. 1)
Study groups
1. EARLY-PVR (n=8). PS was created at the age of 4.5±0.5 months. Relief of PS and bare metal
stent placement across the PV at the age of 7.5±0.5 months. PVR with Melody™ valve at the
age of 12.5±0.5 months. Sacrifice 5 months after PVR (age 17.5±0.5 months).
2. LATE-PVR (n=8). PS was created at the age of 4.5±0.5 months. Relief of PS and bare metal stent
placement across the PV at the age of 7.5±0.5 months. PVR with Melody™ valve at the age of
17.5±0.5 months. Sacrifice 5 months after PVR (age of 22.5±0.5 months).
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Reference groups
1. PR group (n=6). PS was created at the age of 4.5±0.5 months. Relief of PS and bare metal stent
placement across the PV at the age of 7.5±0.5 months. No PVR was performed and sacrifice
after 5 months PR (age 12.5±0.5 months).
2. PS group (n=8). PS was created at the age of 4.5±0.5 months. Sacrifice after 3 months (age
7.5±0.5 months).
3. Healthy animals (n=8). No intervention. Sacrifice at the age of 12.5±0.5 months.

Figure 1 Timeline and interventional schedule of EARLY-PVR, LATE-PVR and PR group. PPVR percutaneous pulmonary valve replacement, PS
pulmonary stenosis, PR pulmonary regurgitation, PVR pulmonary valve replacement

5.3.1

Interventions

5.3.1.1 Creation of the supravalvular pulmonary stenosis (PS)
In 30 animals a supravalvular PS was created. A left sided thoracotomy in the 4th intercostal space was
performed at a mean age 4.5± 0.5 months (lamb stage). A polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) strip with a
radio-opaque marker (the opaque marker from a surgical swab) attached was fixed at the level of the
sino-tubular junction of the pulmonary trunk and sutured to avoid displacement and migration. (Fig.
2A)
5.3.1.2

Relief of the PS and creating pulmonary regurgitation (PR)

In the groups EARLY-PVR (n=8), LATE-PVR (n=8) and PR group (n=6) the PS was dilated and PR created
percutaneously at the age of 7.5 months (± 0.5). A 12 Fr sheath (Cordis®, Santa Clara, USA) was placed
at the left jugular vein. A 6 Fr end-hole Lehman catheter with a 0.035” J-tip wire Radifocus® guidewire
M (Terumo® Leuven, Belgium) was placed into the distal pulmonary artery branch and exchanged for
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a 0.035” Amplatz® Super Stiff wire (Boston Scientific, Voisins-Le-Bretonneux, France). A 6 Fr right
coronary guiding catheter was advanced into the PA branch and a 0.035” E-wire® (Jotec, Hechingen,
Germany) was advanced with removal of the Amplatz® Super Stiff wire. The PS was dilated using a 22
mm high-pressure balloon Atlas® Gold (Bard, Arizona, USA) with a pressure insufflator until full
expansion of the balloon and opening of the band was achieved. A 14 Fr 85 cm Performer™ guiding
sheath (Mullins design) (Cook Medical, Limerick, Ireland) was then placed into the PA trunk. A bare
metal stent was implanted in the RVOT across the PV with at least 1 zig distal to the banding site. Stents
were delivered on a 22 mm BIB™-balloon (Numed, Hopkinton NY, US). Two stent types were used
depending on availability: 45 mm CP-stent™ (Numed®, Hopkinton, NY, US) (n=16) or 43 mm
AndraStent® XXL (Andramed GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany) (n=8). (Fig. 2B&2C)

Figure 2A/ circular PTFE strip at the sino-tubular junction tightened until thrill at the pulmonary trunk ends were sutured with Prolene 5/0
and fixed with two stitches (Prolene 5/0) at the wall of the pulmonary trunk. On the PTFE strip is a radio-opaque marker fixed, another marker
is sutured on the sub valvular level to facilitate the stent implantation later. 2B/ magnetic resonance image of bare metal stent across the
pulmonary valve and fixed at the banding site. 2C/ short axis CMR image showing massive pulmonary valve regurgitation. 2D/ still frame of
fluoroscopy during Melody valve implantation in stent, ECMO cannula. 2E/ view on the Melody™ valve at time of sacrifice, normal function
and aspect of the valve leaflets, ingrowth of the stent at the RVOT and PA wall.

5.3.1.3

Valve replacement

A Melody™ valve was implanted at the age of 12.5 months (± 0.5) in the EARLY-PVR group (n=8) and
at the age of 17.5 months (± 0.5) in the LATE-PVR group (n=8).
The initial experience in a pilot study showed high mortalility during PVR due to hemodynamic and
electrical instability. Therefore it was decided to use extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO)
during PVR. ECMO was performed using a 15 Fr cannula (Getinge, Gothenborg, Sweden) in the carotid
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artery and a 19 Fr cannula in the jugular vein. A second jugular access was provided with an 8 Fr
introducer sheath (Cordis®, Santa Clara, USA) 5 cm distal to the ECMO cannulae. Using ECMO no VT/VF
was observed and no animals were lost duriung PVR.
With a 6 Fr Arrow® Berman wedge catheter (Teleflex®, Morrisville, USA) the bare stent in de RVOT was
crossed (avoid passing through the struts). The Melody™ valve (Medtronic Inc, Minneapolis, USA) was
delivered in the RVOT on a 22 mm Melody™ TPV Ensemble™ II under partial ECMO support (up to 2.5
L/min). (Fig. 2D)
5.3.2
5.3.2.1

Analysis
Imaging

All animals underwent a cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR) at scheduled intervals (3T
Magnetom Trio Siemens®): 1/ before the relief of the PS and creation of the pulmonary valve
regurgitation (1-2 weeks) 2/ after creation of the PR (1-2 weeks) 3/ before valve replacement (1-2
weeks) 4/ after valve placement (1-2 weeks) and 5/ at time of sacrifice. In the healthy animals a CMR
was also performed. All scans were performed by the same observer (P.C.). Image analysis was done
using Matlab® (MathWorks®, USA) (B.C. and P.C.). Ventricular dimensions were obtained using slice by
slice manual contouring of the endocardial and epicardial border in systolic and diastolic phases on the
short axis views. The papillary muscles were excluded from the tracing in volumetric assessment. In
the RV mass calculation only the RV free wall was used, the septum was excluded. Ventricular mass
was calculated from the ventricular wall volume using the density of myocardium of 1.05 g/mL.(48)(49)
The volumetric dimensions, mass, stroke volume and EF were obtained of all scans in each animal for
the right and left ventricle. Pulmonary and tricuspid valve flows and regurgitation fraction were
calculated on short axis view slices and phase contrast images. Pulmonary regurgitation was calculated
by quantifying the reversal of diastolic flow on the phase contrast images, which were acquired
perpendicular to the PA and distal from the PV. Data were indexed for body surface area (BSA) with
use of the formula of Mitchell 0.09xW0.67. (50)
5.3.2.2

Hemodynamics

Prior to stent placement and before sacrifice, RA, RV and pulmonary artery pressures were obtained
using an end-hole catheter. Arterial blood pressure was obtained using a standard arterial line.
5.3.2.3

Histology

All animals were sacrificed using a lethal dose of pentobarbital (Dolethal® Vetoquinol). Histological
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analysis was performed by Ch.K.N. who was blinded for the study groups.
Fibrosis
The tissue samples from the right and left ventricle of the heart were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA). Specimens were then processed in histokinette and embedded in paraffin. Tissue sections of
8µm size were prepared and deparaffinized, stained using Sirius red kit (Polysciences) according to
manufacturing instructions. The sections were imaged using a Zeiss Axioplan microscope to quantify
interstitial fibrosis. Based on the birefringence properties of collagen using polarized light, the collagen
subtypes were quantified: type I thick fibers (red-yellow) and thin fibers, type III (green)(51). The
images were quantified using Axiovision software to quantify fibrosis and collagen subtypes.
Hypertrophy
Cardiomyocyte hypertrophy was assessed as follows: the right ventricle tissue samples were
embedded in OCT compound and 8µm size sections prepared. The tissue sections were fixed in 2% PFA
and incubated with Wheat Germ Agglutinin (WGA) with Alexa Fluor™ 647 Conjugate (ThermoFisher
Scientific, Waltham, USA) for one hour. The sections were mounted using Prolong antifade gold and
imaged using a Nikon A1R microscope. Four random images in the non-fibrotic regions were selected.
Horizontal and vertical lines of 165µm size were drawn on each image and the number of transected
cardiomyocytes counted.(52)
Immunofluorescence staining for Myofibroblast (MyoFb) quantification in situ
The number of αSMA positive cells in the tissue were quantified and used as a marker for
myofibroblasts.(53) The 8µm size cryo-sections were fixed in 2% PFA for 15 minutes, permeabilized
with 0.2% Triton-X100 for 20 minutes at room temperature. Sections were blocked with 2% BSA for 30
minutes and subsequently incubated overnight at 4 degrees with α-SMA antibody (1:250 dilution,
A2547, Sigma-Aldrich, Overijse, Belgium). Next, the sections were washed and incubated with goatanti-mouse Alexa 488 secondary antibody (1:500 dilution, A28175, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham,
USA) and further labeled with WGA and mounted using prolong antifade gold with DAPI (ThermoFisher
Scientific, Waltham, USA). Imaging and quantification was performed.(53)
5.3.3

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS© version 26 (IBM©). Test for normality was done using
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Paired data were analyzed by a Student t-test. Comparison among different
groups was done using Anova (F) test, with multiple comparison. Continues data are expressed as
means and the standard error of the mean. Statistical significance was accepted with a p-value < 0.05.
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Graphs were plotted using Prism® 8 (GraphPad©).
5.4 RESULTS
In each of the study groups EARLY-PVR and LATE-PVR 8 animals completed the series. In the PR group
(n=6) 1 animal was excluded for further analysis as the bare metal stent got dislocated in the weeks
after the procedure; the remaining 5 were used in the analysis. Malignant arrhythmias and ventricular
failure were not observed in the studied animals.
5.4.1 Hemodynamics
The pulmonary artery band resulted in a tight supravalvular stenosis observed on CMR and
angiography.
Three months after PA banding at the age of 7.5±0.5 months a mild PS was observed on CMR velocity
measurement in the EARLY-PVR, LATE-PVR and the PR group. (Table 1) These observations were
confirmed by invasive measurement of the gradient across the RVOT.
The pulmonary artery stenosis was completely relieved by balloon dilation resulting in a significant
reduction of the RV to PA peak-to-peak (PTP) gradient, respectively EARLY-PVR (p <0.001), LATE-PVR
(p <0.05) and PR group (p <0.05). The PR fraction and the PV regurgitant volume indexed for BSA in the
EARLY-PVR, LATE-PVR and PR group are depicted in Table 1 and Fig. 3.

Figure 3 Pulmonary regurgitation (PR) fraction over time

5.4.2

RV remodeling after stent placement

The PR gave rise to a significant increase in the RV dimensions within 2 weeks after stent placement.
(Table 1 and Fig. 4.) Right ventricular end diastolic volume indexed for BSA (RVEDVi) and end systolic
volume (RVESVi) increased significantly in the EARLY-PVR, LATE-PVR and PR group. LV systolic and
diastolic dimensions did not change after stent placement. The RV to LV diastolic ratio however,
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increased significantly due to the RV dilation in the EARLY-PVR, LATE-PVR and PR groups. The mass-tovolume ratio decreased significantly after PR in EARLY-PVR (p <0.05) and LATE-PVR (p <0.05) and the
reference PR group (p <0.05).
5.4.3

RV reverse remodeling after pulmonary valve replacement

Once PVR was performed the PR fraction and the indexed PV regurgitant volume decreased
significantly in the EARLY and the LATE-PVR group as shown in Fig 3 and Table 3. RVEDVi and RVESVi
decreased significantly in both PVR groups (p <0.001). Reverse remodeling of the RV was more
pronounced in the EARLY-PVR group compared to the LATE-PVR early after PVR which was reflected
by a significantly greater Delta () of change in RVEDVi (p <0.05) in EARLY-PVR (47.5±17.8 ml/m²)
compared to LATE-PVR (27.5±12.5 ml/m²). (Fig. 4A)

Figure 4 A/ Evolution of right ventricular end diastolic volume (indexed for body surface area BSA) after interventions in the EARLY-PVR,
LATE-PVR and PR group, B/ Evolution of right ventricular end systolic volume (indexed for BSA) after interventions in the EARLY-PVR, LATEPVR and PR group. PVR pulmonary valve replacement, PR pulmonary regurgitation.

In the LATE-PVR group the RVEDVi and RVESVi decreased further in the months after PVR whereas in
the EARLY-PVR group the RV dimensions remained unchanged. Five months after PVR the RVEDVi and
RVESVi were similar between the EARLY-PVR and LATE-PVR group and remained elevated in both
(Table 2 and Fig. 4).
The RV to LV systolic and diastolic ratio remained unchanged in the EARLY-PVR and LATE-PVR group
between the PVR and time of sacrifice. Left ventricular systolic and diastolic dimensions did not differ
from the moment of PVR to time of sacrifice in EARLY and LATE-PVR.
The RV mass-to-volume ratio did increase significantly after PVR in EARLY-PVR and LATE-PVR (both p
<0.05) though. (Table 2)
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n=5

PR Group

n=8

n=5

LATE-PVR

PR Group

ns

55.3±4.6

58.9±8.3

53.0±8.2

ns

23.2±3.1

21.3±4.2

22.5±3.9

<0.001

LVESVi
ml/m²

<0.05

14±11
2±2

ns

11±1

12±5

12±3

LVEDVi
ml/m²

2.4 ±1.1
1.4±0.5

ns

2.6±1.2

2.7±1.2

2.3±1.0

3±5

<0.05

1.05±0.34

0.87±0.84

0.91±0.11

RV-LV diastolic ratio

ns

3±4

0.3±0.4

p value <0.001,

**

p value <0.05,

*

not significant (ns)

0.97±1.6

ns

1.18±0.78

0.91±0.11

0.95±0.08

RV-LV systolic ratio

ns

1.1±1.5

0.12±0.15

ns

48.4±6.9

46.1±11.5

LVEDVi
ml/m²

ns

53±17

64±14

ns

23.5±5.3

22.2±3.1

LVESVi
ml/m²

<0.05

23.5±8.4

33.7±8.3

RVESVi
ml/m²

ns

36.7±6.4

ns

24.8±2.4

22.0±2.7

22.3±2.4

ns

2.2±0.7

2.3±0.7
ns

2.2±0.8

2.0±0.6
ns

0.3±0.1

0.3±0.1

LVEDVi left ventricular end diastolic volume indexed for BSA. LVESVi left ventricular end systolic volume indexed for BSA. RV-LV right to left ventricular

RVEDVi right ventricular end diastolic volume indexed for body surface area (BSA). RVESVi right ventricular end systolic volume indexed for BSA, , PVR pulmonary valve replacement

*** p value <0.001, ** p value <0.05, * not significant (ns)

ns

53.8±12.8

37.0±7.9

RV mass i

ns

26.9±15.9

19.3±3.5

21.2±2.7

After PVR

2±2**
3±3**

1.6±0.5**
1.4±0.5*

ns

21.2±7.5*

52.0±11.0*

ns

22.2±5.7*

50.3±11.8*
ns

LVESVi
ml/m²

LVEDVi
ml/m²

ns

2.0±0.7***

7±2***
ns

1.7±0.9***

6±3***

ns

94.3±35.3***

75±21.5***

ml/m²

RVEDVi

ns

ns

43.4±20.0*

40.5±10.5**

ml/m²

RVESVi

1.81±0.39

ns

ns

37.7±5.7*

ns

1.8±0.5***

1.6±0.6***

ns

2.1±0.5*

2.0±0.9*

ns

0.4±0.1**

0.4±0.1**

1.33±0.24

<0.05

44.2±5.7
56.8±11.1
56.4±9.9

46.4±6.3*

49.0±12.5*

LVEDVi
ml/m²

<0.001

103.2±12.5
49.4±9.4
46.1±12.1

ns

78.5±34.4**

74.9±15.3*

ml/m²

Sacrifice
RVEDVi

ns

1.48±0.54

*

1.44±0.22***

**

RV-LV systolic ratio

ns

24.1±6.0***

21.2±5.8***

24.3±4.1***

ml

PV regurgitant volume (i)

32.9±7.9**

RV mass i

1.93±0.36

**

1.93±0.22***

**

RV-LV diastolic ratio

<0.05

55±17**

41±8***

44±11***

%

PR fraction

RV-LV Diastolic ratio RV-LV Systolic Ratio Mass-to-Volume ratio

45.7±11.1

21.0±6.6

*

**

24.1±3.7
26.0±4.5**

45.8±8.2**

52.5±6.5

*

LVESVi
ml/m²
*

LVEDVi
ml/m²

ns

3±2***

1.3±0.5**

ns

mmHg

RV-PA systolic gradient

m/s

PR fraction PV regurgitant volume (i)
%
ml/m²

ns

0.45±0.1

0.4±0.1

0.5±0.1

RV mass i Mass-to-Volume ratio
ml/m²

ns

57±13.8

51.2±7.4

48.1±8.6

RV-LV Diastolic ratio RV-LV Systolic Ratio Mass-to-Volume ratio

ns

121.5±26.3

52.3±17.7

ml/m²

ml/m²
122.4±25.3

RVESVi

RVEDVi

p value 1 comparison between EARLY-PVR and LATE-PVR , p value 2 comparison between all groups

p value 2

PR Group
PS Group
Healthy animals

n=5
n=8
n=8

n=8

p value

n=8

1

LATE-PVR

n=5
n=8
n=8

EARLY-PVR

p value 2

PR Group
PS Group
Healthy animals

p value

n=8

LATE-PVR

1

n=8

EARLY-PVR

PR fraction PV regurgitant volume (i)
%
ml/m²

Before PVR

Table . CMR data before and after PVR and sacrifice

LVEDVi left ventricular end diastolic volume indexed for BSA. LVESVi left ventricular end systolic volume indexed for BSA. RV-LV right to left ventricular

RVEDVi right ventricular end diastolic volume indexed for body surface area (BSA). RVESVi right ventricular end systolic volume indexed for BSA

Vmax maximum velocity on CMR in m/s, (i) indexed for body surface arrea

***

p value 1 comparison between EARLY-PVR, LATE-PVR and PR group, p value 2 comparison between all groups

p value 1

n=8

EARLY-PVR

p value 2

PS Group
Healthy animals

n=8
n=8

n=8

LATE-PVR

p value 1

n=8

EARLY-PVR

RVEDVi
ml/m²

Vmax

ml

After PR
PV regurgitant volume (i)

m/s

%

mmHg

Vmax

PR fraction

RV-PA systolic gradient

Before PR

Table 1 CMR data and hemodynamics before and after pulmonary regurgitation

ns

22.3±4.0
24.2±5.6
23.6±5.0

21.6±3.3*

20.9±5.7*

LVESVi
ml/m²

<0.001

39.8±6.5
20.8±6.2
17.4±5.2

ns

36.8±15.9**

40.1±14.5*

ml/m²

RVESVi

ns

27.9±4.0

**

27.3±4.4**

32.8±9.3

**

RV mass i
ml/m²

ns

85.5±8.5**

87.9±17.6***

94.1±17.6***

RVEDVi
ml/m²

<0.001

30.1±4.7*
23.8±5.2
20.9±4.0

ns

31.7±8.7**

31.9±5.3*

RV mass i
ml/m²

<0.001

1.8±0.4
0.9±0.2
0.7±0.2

1.7±0.7*

2.1±1.2*

<0.05

0.3±0.0**
0.5±0.1
0.5±0.1

0.4±0.1*

0.4±0.1*

RV-LV Systolic Ratio Mass-to-Volume ratio

<0.001

2.4±0.5
0.9±0.1
0.8± 0.1

ns

1.7±0.7*

1.7±0.7*

RV-LV Diastolic ratio

ns

0.3±0.1**

0.3±0.1**

0.3±0.2**

Mass-to-Volume ratio

ns

29.2±5.9*

38.1±10.4***

32.3±8.3**

RVESVi
ml/m²

5.4.4

Fibrosis

The animals with RV volume overload (reference group PR) showed the highest percentage of RV
interstitial fibrosis and cross-linked collagen. Interstitial fibrosis was significantly more pronounced in
the PR group compared to the EARLY (p <0.05) and the LATE-PVR group (p <0.05). There was no
difference between EARLY-PVR and LATE-PVR. RV interstitial fibrosis was significantly more in the PR
group compared to the PS group (p <0.05) and healthy animals (p <0.001). (Fig. 5. and Table 3)
The percentage of cross-linked collagen in the RV was significantly higher in the PR group compared to
the EARLY-PVR (p <0.05) but not significantly different from the LATE-PVR group (ns). EARLY-PVR
showed a lower percentage of RV cross-linked collagen compared to the LATE-PVR, the difference did
not reach statistical significance (ns).

Figure 5 Fibrosis of the right ventricle. Sirius red staining and expression of alfa SMA. A/ Right ventricular interstitial fibrosis, B/ RV cross
linked collagen, C/expression of alfa SMA positive cells, D/ correlation between fibrosis and myofibroblast (MyoFb) differentiation.

Table 3. Fibrosis and hypertrophy
RV Interstitial fibrosis RV cross linked collagen a SMA positive cells Number of transected myocytes
%
%
number/ mm²
number/ 1.3 mm
EARLY-PVR
n=8
3.1±1.6
1.3±0.6
274.4± 42.6
72.9±8.2
LATE-PVR
n=8
3.3±1.6
1.9±0.9
261.5±68.0
72.9±10.6
PR Group
n=5
PS Group
n=8
Healthy Animals n=8
p value

5.6±1.1
3.0± 1.8
1.9± 1.2

2.6±1.2
1.4±0.8
1.0±0.5

431.1±54.1

58.2±5.5
71.6±11.2
91.5±11.9

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

p value comparison between all groups
RV right ventricle, a SMA alpha smooth muscle cell actin
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The alpha-smooth muscle cell actin (a-SMA) which was expressed in myofibroblasts (MyoFb) was
analyzed in EARLY-PVR, LATE-PVR and PR group. The a-SMA was significantly more expressed in the
PR group compared to the EARLY-PVR group (p <0.001) and the LATE-PVR group (p <0.001). There was
no difference between EARLY and LATE-PVR. (Fig. 5C)

All animals that underwent PA banding demonstrated hypertrophy. The hypertrophy (reflected by the
number of transected myocytes per 1.3mm) did not differ between the EARLY-PVR and LATE-PVR
group (ns). The hypertrophy was most pronounced in the PR group who had a significantly lower
number of myocytes per 1.3 mm compared to the healthy animals (p <0.001). (Fig. 2. and table 3)

Figure 6 Hypertrophy; number of transected myocytes per 1.3 mm, from left to right the Healthy animals (n=8), PS group (n=8), PR group
(n=5), EARLY-PVR (n=8), LATE-PVR (n=8), *Healthy animals and EARLY-PVR/LATE-PVR both p <0.05, ** healthy animals and PS group p <0.05,
*** healthy and PR group p <0.001

5.5 Discussion
We present an ovine model with pathophysiologic changes comparable to the late postoperative
course of patients with tetralogy of Fallot. The animals in the study developed severe pulmonary valve
regurgitation leading to important right ventricular volume overload. Early valve replacement resulted
in fast RV reverse remodeling within 2 weeks after PVR. Late valve replacement showed delayed RV
reverse remodeling. Five months after PVR the RV dimensions between both PVR groups were
remarkably similar, but remained elevated.
PR led to activation of fibroblasts (myofibroblasts) reflected by a higher expression of the alpha-
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smooth muscle cell actin (a-SMA). The animals with chronic RV volume overload (PR) showed an
increased percentage of interstitial and cross-linked collagen. PVR reduced the expression of a-SMA.
In both PVR groups a lower percentage of interstitial and cross-linked collagen was observed compared
to animals with PR. The percentage of cross-linked collagen was lower in the early valve replacement
group compared to the late valve replacement group.
The presented ovine model with severe PR and RV volume overload compares well to the late
postoperative course of patients with TOF.
PA banding resulted in a mild gradient after 3 months, although it was tight on CMR and angiography.
Other animals studies with creation of PS and/or PR were performed in pigs.(35,42,43,54) Lambert et
al performed pulmonary valve leaflet resection with enlargement of the RVOT and PA banding. After
four months the RVOT gradient on echocardiography was mean 45.6±11.7 mmHg which was higher
compared to the studied lambs.(35) The pigs’ weight increased 300% in 4 months from 18.9±1.1 kg to
56.8±3.0 kg. The lambs’ weight increased 134% in 3 months which can partially explain the slightly
lower gradient.

Stenting of the RVOT resulted in immediate and progressive severe PR which led to important RV
dilatation. A similar technique has been used in pigs resulting in PR.(37,44,55) Kuehne et al placed a
stent across the PV in 6 pigs. The PR fraction was 30.2±5.6% after 2 days and 50.6±8.9% after 3 months.
The PR fraction in the current study was more pronounced compared to the pig model. In
Søndergaards’ experiments in pigs, the PR fraction ranged in the studied groups from 45.7±12.5% to
60.2±4.9% before PPVR.(37,55) In the pig models no PS was created before PR was created. Other
techniques which have been used to create PR are external suture plication of the pulmonary valve,
leaflet resection (valvectomy) and/or a transannular patch.(32,33,35,39–41) After a transannular
patch the RVOT can become dilated and therefore the model is less suitable for PVR with a stented
valve (Melody™) with limited outer diameter of 24.1 mm.

It is difficult to compare data of a growing animal model to human data and a lot of assumptions need
to be made. The age of 12.5±0.5 months for EARLY-PVR and 17.5±0.5 months for LATE-PVR was chosen
based on the key physiological milestones and weight gain of the sheep. Wang et al described a
quantitative translation of dog-to-human aging. (56) The Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) methylomes of
dogs (Labradors) were compared with human methylomes and showed a nonlinear relationship in
translation of dog to human years. Unfortunately, similar and more specific ovine data do not exist.
Assuming the lifespan and the timing of key physiological milestones of dog and sheep are quite
similar, the calculation method can be extrapolated. Using this calculation method on the ovine model,
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EARLY-PVR should correspond to a human age of 15-25 years and LATE-PVR to 30-40 years.

The PR resulted in RV volume overload. Immediately after PVR, right ventricle reverse remodeling
takes places and was more noticeable in EARLY-PVR with a higher RVEDVi. The animals of the LATEPVR group showed a delayed reverse remodeling. Five months after PVR there was no difference
between EARLY- and LATE-PVR. Ersboell et al performed PVR at different time intervals in pigs with
sacrifice 1 month after PVR. An increase beyond RV of 120 ml/m² was predictive for a low probability
of recovery.(37) The delayed reverse remodeling as demonstrated in LATE-PVR might not have been
depicted in 1 month after PVR. In patients with TOF the RV reverse remodeling takes place immediately
after PVR, followed by a continuing process of further but incomplete remodeling. Further reduction
of the RVESVi has been observed 3 years after PVR.(57)
In the present study an increased expression of a-SMA was observed in animals with chronic RV
volume overload (PR group) and once PVR was performed the expression decreased significantly. Due
to any injury of the heart the cardiac fibroblasts can become activated. Activated fibroblasts
(myofibroblasts) express alpha-smooth muscle cell actin (a-SMA). These cells play an important role
in cardiac repair, remodeling and protection from adverse remodeling as seen for example in
myocardial infarction.(58) When the myocardial injury however persists there is prolonged expression
resulting in fibrosis with increased collagen deposition. The observed data suggest that PR and RV
volume overload activated the fibrotic process and following PVR the number of activated fibroblasts
decreased. Accordingly, the percentage of interstitial and cross-linked collagen was increased in
animals with chronic RV volume overload and once PVR was performed the fibrotic changes became
less pronounced. The reverse remodeling process after PVR for a chronic overloaded right ventricle
has effects on the regulation of extracellular matrix and cellular composition. To the best of our
knowledge, we developed one of the first animal models where chronic volume overload on the RV
has been studied in relation to histology. The ovine model cannot incorporate chronic hypoxia as in
patients with TOF before repair. Transcriptomic analysis in patients with TOF showed that chronic
hypoxia induces expression of genes associated with apoptosis and remodeling, as well expression of
genes associated with myocardial contractility and function.(59)
Fibrotic changes in the RV with an increased collagen deposition are mostly observed in case of chronic
RV pressure overload.(60) CMR studies in patients with TOF showed that fibrosis is more pronounced
in case of pressure overload, late repair and increased patient age.(61) In a pressure overloaded RV
there is an increased secretion of collagen I with a change in ratio of collagen I and III leading to
increased RV stiffness and diastolic dysfunction.(60,62) Fibrotic changes due to RV volume overload
have hardly been evaluated. Kozak et al found in 18 children with TOF repair shorter post-contrast T1
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values of the right ventricular anterior wall compared to healthy children suggesting a higher degree
of fibrosis.(63) The group of Tal Geva showed that in patients with TOF using T1 mapping, expansion
of the extracellular volume (ECV) fraction was present which reflects the ratio of extracellular matrix
volume to total myocardial volume. This increased ECV was demonstrated in RV volume overload and
was negatively related to RV mass-to-volume ratio which suggested myocyte loss. In the present
animal data, the RV mass-to-volume ratio did indeed decrease after PR and increased again once PVR
was performed. The decreased mass-to-volume ratio has been identified as a marker of failed
compensatory eccentric hypertrophy to maintain normal wall stress.(64) The group of Tal Geva
speculated that in patients with TOF with RV volume overload an increased ECV with decreased massto-volume ratio correlates with a maladaptive process characterized by diffuse fibrosis and loss of
cardiomyocytes.(64) The findings of this study support this speculation - decreased mass-to-volume
ratio on CMR after PR with increased activated fibroblasts and increased cross-linked collagen was
observed. As stated by the group of Tal Geva myocardial fibrosis is a key element of the maladaptive
response to chronic hemodynamic overload and its onset precedes ventricular dysfunction.(64) The
progressive diastolic dysfunction and dyskinesia due to surgical scars together with the volume
overload can lead to RV failure and LV failure as a result of the interventricular
interdependence.(65,66)
The life expectancy of TOF patients remains lower than that of the general population mainly due to
premature sudden cardiac death.(14,30,67–69) Chronic RV volume overload due to PR together with
changes in the conduction system and slow conducting isthmuses can cause malignant
arrhythmias.(7,8,30,70–75) Autopsy studies in patients with TOF with SCD revealed an undamaged
conduction system and showed extensive fibrosis of the right ventricle at the site of the surgical scars
and in the septum.(7,76) The observed fibrotic changes in our data cannot be attributed to surgical
scar tissue. In a study from Toronto in adult patients with TOF undergoing surgical PVR severe fibrosis
was observed and was associated with increased RV mass and increased RVESVi.(77) The indication for
PVR in this study was in 92% of the cases PR. Kido et al showed myocardial fibrosis in adult TOF patients
at time of PVR, in the majority of patients RVOT stenosis was the indication for PVR.(78,79) In a mouse
model with chronic RV volume overload, increased subendocardial fibrosis was observed with
downregulation of TGF-β and increased transcription of matricellular proteins, was demonstrated.(80)
The observation that PVR decreases fibrotic alterations by restoring RV volume is something new.
Unloading of the LV with a left ventricular assist device (LVAD) in end stage heart failure did not
demonstrate changes in fibrosis or myofibroblast density compared to loaded hearts.(81) The data
obtained might suggest reversibility of the fibrotic process in the RV and needs further investigation.
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Serial histologic analysis would have been interesting but was not feasible as full thickness myocardium
was needed (sacrifice).
The animal data do not prove that the burden of arrhythmia can be reduced by performing PVR.
Malignant arrhythmia or SCD was not observed in these animals apart from a low threshold to develop
ventricular fibrillation (VF) upon advancing large sheaths into the RVOT at the time of bare stent
implantation. No electrophysiological study or programmed electrical stimulation was performed in
the current study.
In a porcine model with PR and PS slow and discontinuous conduction was shown which predispose
for re-entry arrhythmias.(36) Zeltser et al created different groups (PS, PR, PS+PR and infundibular
scar) in pigs.(42) Programmed electrical stimulation was done 5.6 months after surgery. Atrial
arrhythmias could be induced in 33.3% and VT in 31.1%. The PR group was 30 times more likely to
develop arrhythmias compared to healthy animals. RV failure was also not observed in the studied
animals.

The most recent ESC and AHA/ACC recommendations on PVR in repaired TOF patients state that PVR
is recommended in symptomatic patients with severe PR and/or moderate RVOTO.(16,17) In
asymptomatic patients with severe PR and/or RVOTO PVR should be considered when either a
decrease in exercise capacity is present, or RVEDVi≥160ml/m² and/or RVESVi ≥80 ml/m², or
progressive RV systolic dysfunction is present. When the pre-operative RV dimensions exceeded
RVEDVi > 170 ml/m² and RVESVi > 85 ml/m² no RV reverse remodeling was seen on CMR.(6) A metaanalysis of PVR in repaired TOF demonstrated that PVR led to improvement in RV and LV function and
volume, decrease in QRS duration and improvement of symptoms.(82) PVR has not been proven to
alter the risk for VT or ventricular failure, despite the RV reverse remodeling.(2,3,6,18,31,83–87)

The optimal timing of PVR remains uncertain. It is a difficult balance between performing PVR before
irreversible RV dysfunction sets in and the disadvantage of graft failure and need for (multiple) reinterventions as a result of earlier PVR.(2) Currently available conduits for PVR have a the limited
longevity; thus, the earlier PVR is performed the more redo-PVR will be required over a lifetime.(88)
The data showed that RV volume overload resulted in active fibrotic changes and following PVR some
changes were less pronounced. The decrease was more pronounced after early valve replacement
compared to late. The fact that PVR led to reduced fibrotic changes does raise the question whether
the fibrotic process might be at least partially reversible after unloading the dilated RV. Further
investigation is needed.
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Limitations
Firstly, the presented animal model did not show deficient RV reverse remodeling, RV failure or
malignant arrhythmias. A more chronic follow-up of animals with severe PR might be of interest. The
model shares pathophysiological changes as TOF patients, but fails to address some issues.
The model lacks chronic hypoxia as seen in TOF patients before surgical repair. The pulmonary stenosis
was rather mild and not yet present in utero as in patients with TOF.
This trial was performed in growing animals (ovine); translating this data to the human situation is
difficult and imply the need to make some assumptions. With regards to the timeline the paper of
Wang et al helps to correlate human and animal age, but as it relates to dogs it still requires
extrapolation with some assumptions.(56)
In the CMR analysis no Late Gadolinium Enhancement (LGE ) or T1 mapping was performed. LGE on
the RV free wall was not performed as there is no scar tissue (no surgical scar) to be expected in this
particular model. T1-mapping technology was not available in the CMR facility in the animal lab at the
time of the trial.
Our data showed a decrease in fibrotic changes after PVR. To address the question of reversibility of
fibrosis, serial histological analysis throughout the trial could have given more insight. It was, however,
not feasible to collect serial histological data as full thickness myocardium requires sacrificing the
animals. The model lacks chronic hypoxia as seen in TOF patients.
As mentioned in the discussion, the difference between both PVR groups regarding reverse remodeling
disappeared 5 months following PVR. It might be of interest to add more groups in which PVR is
performed at later stage (e.g. after 20 months PR) and following animals with chronic PR without PVR
until SCD, RV dysfunction or failure occurs. This might delineate a point of no recovery in terms of no
reverse remodeling and irreversible fibrosis. Further investigation is needed.
5.6

Conclusion

This ovine model shows pathophysiological changes comparable to the late postoperative course in
patients with TOF. Severe PR leads to RV volume overload. Early valve replacement shows a higher
rate of RV reverse remodeling shortly following PVR, but after 5 months no difference in RV dimensions
between early and late valve replacement were still present. The severe PR with chronic RV volume
overload induces fibrosis with increased percentage of cross-linked collagen and expression of a-SMA.
After PVR a lower percentage of cross-linked collagen and lower expression of a-SMA is observed and
is most pronounced after early valve replacement.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
Background
Despite several advances in interventional strategies during the past decades, the life expectancy of
patients with TOF remains lower compared to that of the general population.(12) The initial strategy
in the 60s’ was focused on relieving the RVOTO at the cost of creating PR.(132,133) At that time, the
PR was considered to be well tolerated. However, chronic PR appeared not to be a benign lesion after
all.(134) Patients with significant PR presented with episodes of ventricular tachycardia and sudden
death during the 3rd and 4th decade of life.(4) On the longer term right and even left ventricular failure
can develop.(40,49,54,74,89,135,136) One of the major determinants of progressive RV failure is the
chronic volume overload.(40,46,134) Therefore patients with TOF require pulmonary valve
replacement (PVR). In symptomatic, repaired TOF patients limited RV reversed remodeling was
observed with persistence of mechanical dysfunction and electrical instability.(41,47,137,138) PVR
needed to be performed before irreversible RV dysfunction ensues.(134) This resulted in the
consideration to intervene earlier in the life of the TOF patient. However, the available conduits had
limited longevity, and earlier PVR resulted in the need for more re-interventions.(90–92)

Recommendations for timing of PVR in repaired TOF patients have been established using a
combination of clinical data, CMR and exercise capacity data.(3,72,74,77) However, it has not been
unequivocally proven to date that PVR improves the life expectancy by altering the risk of SCD and RV
failure.(55) Thus, the optimal timing of PVR remains unclear and contentious.

Until the year 2000 PVR could only be performed surgically. Following the development of a bovine
valved stent for percutaneous pulmonary valve replacement, a new era in the treatment options for
congenital heart disease has been initiated.(106,107) In 2006 selected centers started the first
percutaneous implants and since 2010 this technique became widely available.
1. Feasibility of percutaneous pulmonary valve implantation. The durability of implanted
valves and the morbidity and mortality of the technique
A single center non-randomized (ongoing) prospective observational study of all performed PPVRs with
the Melody™ valve (Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA) was performed. The data of all
percutaneous implanted valves between 2006 and 2017 were evaluated.
The follow-up data showed up to 11 years of a good graft survival. Leaflet function of the valve was
well preserved as demonstrated by the absence of significant gradient across the RVOT and/or PR.
Overall freedom from conduit dysfunction was 78% after 10 years which compares favorably to similar
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studies of surgical conduits.(94,139,140) Decellularized conduits appear to perform better than the
standard allografts with a freedom from dysfunction at 10 years of 83% compared to 58 % for the
standard allografts.(141)
The most common reason for graft failure was the result of endocarditis.(114,115,142,143) In less than
half of the IE cases redo-valve replacement was required, which has also been described in other
reports.(111) The study was not powered to identify specific risk factors for IE; in this series the
majority of the IE cases were observed in male adolescents. It has not been proven that antiplatelet
therapy in order to prevent formation of micro-thrombi prevents IE.(143–145)
Stent fractures are a major threat to the valve and can lead to early valve dysfunction. Adequate prestenting of the RVOT has been demonstrated to be a crucial factor to avoid device failure both in the
published European and the US experiences.(113,118,146) In our series stent fractures with
hemodynamic consequences were exceptional most likely due to the fact that we adopted an
aggressive approach to ensure adequate pre-stenting and subsequently fractures occurred much less
than in most reports.(113,118,146) This data however, did not beyond any doubt prove that stent-instent combinations decrease the strain amplitude and metal fatigue, thereby avoiding or delaying stent
fractures.
2. Feasibility and safety of pre-stenting followed by percutaneous pulmonary valve
implantation in patients with TOF with dilated RVOT and severe PR
The PPVR technique being minimally invasive, short recovery periods and well preserved leaflet
function in the medium term became an appealing strategy for patients with repaired TOF.(110) The
RVOT can become dilated after transannular patch which makes stent deployment and PPVR less likely.
In a group of 23 patients with a dilated conduit free right ventricular outflow tract, this PPVR technique
was evaluated. PPVR in these conduit free right ventricle outflow tracts was shown to be feasible and
safe. Ninety six percent of stents were safely implanted which is in agreement with other
reports.(121,147) Balloon-interrogation of the landing zone is a crucial element to define the
underlying anatomy, determine suitability for PPVR and predict valve/stent diameters. Stents with
hybrid open cell design increased apposition to the vessel wall following deployment.
Coronary compression was not observed in this series probably as a result of symmetrical expansion
of the conduit in all directions in contrast to a calcified conduit where expansion tends to be
asymmetrical.(148) During short-term follow-up of up to 24 months, right ventricular dimensions
improved in all patients demonstrated by means of CMR. Exercise ability also improved during the
short-term follow-up. There were no stent fractures or stent compressions which is an important
consideration for the longevity and long-term function of stented valves. The stent in the RVOT will fix
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the diameter and prevent further dilation of the specific zone. The applicability of the PPVR technique
in patients with repaired TOF increases the treatment options.
3.1 Resistance to deformation of stent and combination of stents
Stent fractures following PPVR can lead to hemodynamic impairment ranging from mild to severe with
or without valve dysfunction.(112,113,118–120) The risk of deformation and compression of the
stented valve was proven to be lower in a protected right ventricular outflow tract.(149,150)
The study evaluated resistance to deformation of combinations of stents by means of bench testing
using mechanical forces to compress the stents. A single CP-stent™ was more resistant to deformation
when compared to the Optimus™, AndraStent® or IntraStent™. Deformation resistance was
significantly augmented by adding one or more combination of stents to a single stent. The metal
fatigue endurance curves of stent metals showed that higher stiffness leads to a lower strain amplitude
which results in a longer lifetime or higher number of cycles to failure (Basquin or Wohler law).(151)
The bench testing proved that lowering the strain amplitude by multiple pre-stenting adds more
stiffness and therefore lowers the risk of deformation and ultimately fracture. Increasing the
“roundness” of the wall improves resistance to fracture and improved valve function.(152) Laser cut
hydrid open cell design stents such as the. AndraStent® had more friction and retention compared to
a closed cell design stent and are therefore preferred in a compliant conduit free outflow tract. The
CP-stent™(platinum-iridium) was thicker than the laser cut stents which meant that combinations of
multiple CP-stents™ would reduce the inner diameter more than combinations of the cobalt-chromium
stents. The CP-stent™ was due to its resistance to deformation more suitable for stenotic conduits.
3.2 Stent corrosion
Galvanic currents may develop when different metals are in close contact and can lead to corrosion.
Corrosion tests were performed using combinations of stents. The CP-stent™ was composed of the
noblest material. When the different stent alloys come into direct contact with one another, the least
noble metal undergoes an anodic corrosion reaction, whilst the more noble metal will not corrode
since electrons are bound tightly together. The corrosion rate and material loss of all tested stent
compounds were very low. Thus, no mechanical integrity problems are expected as a result of
corrosion since there was only 0.3% of the initial diameter of the wires of a stent that will be lost as a
consequence of corrosion after 100 years. The corrosion rate decreased even after 4 weeks which can
be attributed to the development of an oxide film on the stents’ surface.(153) Therefore, no biological
effect can be expected on the organism with such metal ions being released into the tissues (e.g. safe
dose for Cobalt < 7ppb). Even the combination of materials with the highest driving force for galvanic
corrosion will result in minimal material loss which is less than 0.5 parts per billion (ppb).
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4. The creation of animal model with pulmonary valve regurgitation and RV volume overload
A growing animal (ovine) model with severe pulmonary regurgitation simulating the
pathophysiological changes that occur in patients with tetralogy of Fallot was created. Different animal
models have already been developed: some used a transannular patch, others an external plication of
the pulmonary valve leaflets or a bare metal stent placed across the pulmonary valve.(64,128,154–
160) The aim was to compare 2 historically different types of animal model in which pulmonary
regurgitation was created. In the first model PR was created at lamb stage by resecting at least 2
pulmonary valve leaflets together with a PA banding fixed at 22 mm of diameter. In the second model
a tighter PA banding was created in lambs. In a later stage the banding was relieved and the valve was
stented creating PR. Stenting the PV resulted in reproducible and more pronounced PR and RV
dilatation compared to surgical leaflet resection. Most complications were observed in the stent
model. The model with initial mild PS and secondary stent giving severe PR and leading to RV volume
overload, correlated well with the pathophysiology of tetralogy of Fallot. The model can be used to
evaluate RV remodeling and reverse remodeling following PVR at different time intervals.
5. Right ventricular remodeling and reverse remodeling after pulmonary valve replacement in
an ovine TOF model.
The animal model with stenting of the PV was used to evaluate RV remodeling as a result of severe PR
and the reverse remodeling after pulmonary valve replacement at different time intervals. The studied
animals developed severe pulmonary valve regurgitation leading to important right ventricular volume
overload. PVR was performed at 2 different time intervals (after 5 and 10 months of PR). PVR resulted
in reverse remodeling in both PVR groups, but the process of reverse remodeling progressed at a
significantly higher rate after early valve replacement compared to the late valve replacement with a
more delayed reverse remodeling. Despite this observation the difference in RV dimensions between
both PVR groups disappeared in the following 5 months after PVR. The chronic volume overloaded RV
(PR group) showed significantly more activated fibroblasts (myofibroblasts) reflected by a higher
expression of the alpha-smooth muscle cell actin (a-SMA) and more fibrosis in the RV evidenced by a
higher percentage of interstitial and cross-linked collagen. In the animals where PVR was performed,
the a-SMA was noticeably lower in both PVR groups compared to the PR group. In both PVR groups a
lower percentage of the interstitial and cross-linked collagen was observed compared to PR. Early valve
replacement showed less cross-linked collagen compared to late valve replacement.

To the best of our knowledge, we developed one of the first animal models where chronic RV volume
overload on can be studied in relation to histology. Increased collagen deposition is mostly observed
in case of chronic RV pressure overload and leads to increased RV stiffness and diastolic
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dysfunction.(59,62)Fibrotic changes due to RV volume overload has hardly been evaluated. In a CMR
analysis in 18 children with TOF repair shorter post-contrast T1 values of the right ventricular anterior
wall was demonstrated compared to healthy children suggesting a higher degree of fibrosis.(161) An
expansion of the extracellular volume (ECV) fraction which involves myocardial fibrosis, is often seen
in adverse myocardial remodeling and in patients with TOF a greater ECV is more commonly associated
with a pure volume overloaded RV rather than pressure or a mixed type of overload.(44) It has been
speculated by the group of Tal Geva that an increased ECV with decreased mass-to-volume ratio
correlates with a maladaptive process characterized by diffuse fibrosis and loss of cardiomyocytes in
patients with TOF with RV volume overload.(44) Our findings support this speculation as a decrease in
mass-to-volume ratio on CMR after PR and an increase in activated fibroblasts and increase in crosslinked collagen on histology is observed.
The observation that PVR decreases fibrotic alterations by restoring RV volume is something new.
Mechanical unloading of the LV with a left ventricular assist device (LVAD) in end stage heart failure
did not demonstrate a change in fibrosis or myofibroblast density.(162) The decrease in fibrotic
changes was more pronounced after early valve replacement compared to late.
In summary, percutaneous PVR has proven to be a low risk procedure with good valve longevity. The
risk of graft failure due to stent fractures can be reduced using adequate pre-stenting. Stent-in-stent
combinations lowers the strain amplitude and adds more stiffness lowering the risk of deformation
and ultimately fractures. Pre-stenting and percutaneous pulmonary valve replacement has also been
proven to be beneficial in patients with dilated right ventricular outflow tracts as in patients with TOF.
In an ovine model with pathophysiological changes comparable to TOF, early PVR leads to faster
reverse remodeling, but after 5 months there is no difference compared to late PVR. Chronic RV
volume overload led to more fibrosis. After PVR a lower percentage of cross-linked collagen and lower
expression of a-SMA is observed. This observation is most pronounced after EARLY-PVR.

The optimal timing of PVR remains unclear. There needs to found a balance between performing PVR
before irreversible RV dysfunction sets in with the disadvantage of graft failure and need for more reinterventions.(40) Current available conduits for PVR all have limited longevity. The earlier PVR is
performed the more redo-PVR’s are needed over a lifetime.(163) Thus, defining the early changes
which might predict a future decline in RV function or the risk for malignant arrhythmias can assist in
tailoring future treatment strategies.
The ideal treatment for patients with repaired TOF would consist of PVR in timely manner before
irreversible RV dysfunction takes place using a conduit with hardly no procedural risks together with
optimal longevity. However, this ideal solution does not exist yet.
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
It remains unclear whether the current changes in treatment strategy will ultimately reduce the burden
of arrhythmias, heart failure and SCD. Current data on PVR in repaired TOF patients have shown RV
reverse remodeling, even more pronounced after earlier PVR in asymptomatic patients. It has not been
proven to reduce the long-term risks and increase life expectancy. The follow-up time of most of these
trials remains too short to observe a difference in the long-term outcome.
The optimal timing of PVR still remains uncertain. It remains difficult to delineate the moment where
the RV loses its capability of reverse remodeling and irreversible fibrotic changes will occur. An aim
should be defining the early changes which might predict the future decline in RV function or the risk
for malignant arrhythmias. The presented animal data did show fibrotic changes in the chronic volume
overloaded RV.(67,164) Detecting early fibrotic changes in the RV of patients with TOF and defining its
relation to arrhythmias and ventricular failure is key issue for the future. Post-contrast T1 mapping on
CMR can be used in search for diffuse myocardial fibrosis patients with repaired TOF.(44,68,161)
Serially CMR with post-contrast T1 mapping and LGE in patients with repaired TOF might to depict
early fibrotic changes. A circulating biomarker for fibrotic changes as for example carboxy-terminal
propeptide of procollagen type I (PICP) could have an added value. The PICP-level did correlate with
the right ventricular late gadolinium enhancement findings on CMR in patients with TOF.(165)

An aim for future animal experiments might be chronic follow-up of animals with severe PR.
Performing at appropriate time interval serial RV biopsies and post contrast T1 mapping on CMR,
hemodynamics and programmed electrical stimulation. The aim is to delineate the moment of
irreversible RV dysfunction, irreversible fibrosis and its relation to the development of arrhythmias.
In all of the studied animals the RV did show reverse remodeling, it might be of interest adding groups
with more delayed PVR (e.g. 20 months PR).
Due to limited longevity of the current available conduits the earlier PVR is performed the more reinterventions are needed during life. An aim for the future towards the ideal treatment strategy for
patients with TOF is the development of new or adapting existing conduits to attain an extreme good
longevity with negligible degree of morbidity and mortality.
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SUMMARY
Patients with surgically corrected tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) often develop severe pulmonary
regurgitation (PR) leading to chronic volume overload of the right ventricle. The long-term risks are
malignant arrhythmias leading to sudden cardiac death (SCD) and ventricular failure. TOF patients will
require pulmonary valve replacement (PVR) during life. Recommendations for PVR in symptomatic and
asymptomatic patients with TOF have been established by the ESC and AHA/ACC. The optimal timing
of PVR remains uncertain. Balance still has to be found between performing PVR before irreversible
RV dysfunction sets in with the disadvantage of graft failure and need for re-interventions due to
earlier PVR. Following the development of percutaneous stented valves in 2000 a new era in treatment
options for congenital heart disease has been initiated.
The aim was to evaluate the percutaneous pulmonary valve replacement (PPVR) technique, the
durability of the valve and procedural morbidity and mortality. The PPVR technique had no procedural
or valve related mortality. There was a good preserved leaflet function up to 11 years after
implantation of the Melody™ valve. The main reason for graft failure in this series was endocarditis
(IE), leading to re-intervention in half of these patients with IE. Adequate pre-stenting reduced the risk
of hemodynamic important stent fractures and led very exceptionally to re-intervention.
The applicability of the PPVR technique in TOF patients was evaluated. The right ventricular outflow
tract (RVOT) can become dilated which makes PPVR challenging. The feasibility and safety of prestenting the dilated RVOT in patients with severe pulmonary valve regurgitation prior to percutaneous
pulmonary valve replacement (PPVR) was evaluated. The data demonstrated that it is feasible and safe
to perform pre-stenting and PPVR in patients with post-surgical conduit-free and non-stenotic RVOT
with severe pulmonary regurgitation. Balloon interrogation was crucial as sizing is extremely
important. This technique had in this specific subgroup of patients no mortality and low morbidity.
Stent fractures can lead to valve dysfunction which is a major threat to the long-term durability of the
valve. The aim was to assess the resistance to compression (stiffness) of frequently used stents for
right ventricular outflow tract pre-stenting. Adding stents to a single stent significantly increased
stiffness which will reduce the risk of metal fatigue failure. The corrosion potential when different
types of stent alloys come into contact with each other was evaluated. Corrosion of individual stents
or stent combinations did occur, but is negligible over a human lifetime with low risk of biological
effects. No mechanical integrity problems were expected as there is only 0.3% of the initial diameter
of the struts of a stent that will be lost as a consequence of corrosion after 100 years.
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An animal model with the pathophysiology comparable to patients with TOF was created. Two
historical models in whom PR was created and banding of the pulmonary artery (PA) was performed,
were compared: surgical leaflet resection versus bare metal stent across the pulmonary valve (PV). The
model with the bare metal stent across the PV resulted in significant higher PR and RV dilatation
compared to the surgical leaflet resection. The model with initial PA banding and secondary stent
giving severe PR and leading to RV volume overload, correlated well with the pathophysiology of
tetralogy of Fallot. This model can be used to evaluate RV remodeling and reverse remodeling after
PVR.
Pulmonary valve replacement can overcome the RV overload, but the timing of PVR remains
controversial. The animal model with stenting of the PV was used to evaluate RV remodeling as a
result of severe PR and the reverse remodeling after pulmonary valve replacement at different time
intervals. The animals developed severe PR leading to important RV volume overload. PVR was
performed at 2 different time intervals (after 5 months and 10 months of PR). PVR resulted in RV
reverse remodeling at higher rate after early valve replacement compared to late valve replacement
with a more delayed reverse remodeling. Five months after PVR the difference in RV dimensions
between both PVR groups disappeared. Chronic RV volume overload led to fibrotic changes with
increased cross-linked collagen and activated fibroblasts reflected by increased expression of alphasmooth muscle cell actin (a-SMA). Both PVR groups showed a lower percentage of cross-linked
collagen and expression of a-SMA is observed, which was most pronounced after early valve
replacement.
The ideal treatment solution for patients with TOF does not exist yet. PVR should be performed in
timely manner before irreversible RV dysfunction takes place. Defining the early changes which might
predict a future decline in RV function or the risk for malignant arrhythmias can assist in tailoring future
treatment strategies.
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SAMENVATTING
Patiënten met heelkundig gecorrigeerde tetralogie van Fallot (TOF) ontwikkelen vaak een ernstige
lekkage van de longslagaderklep die tot een volumeoverbelasting van de rechter ventrikel leidt. De
lange termijn risico’s zijn ventriculair falen en maligne aritmie die tot plotse cardiale dood kan leiden.
Gedurende het leven zal bij patiënten met TOF de longslagaderklep vervangen moeten worden. De
ESC en AHA/ACC hebben aanbevelingen opgesteld voor de vervanging van de longslagaderklep in
symptomatische en asymptomatische patiënten met TOF. Tot op heden is het onduidelijk wat het
ideale moment is voor vervanging van de longslagaderklep. Er is een moeilijke balans tussen de
vervanging van longslagaderklep alvorens er irreversibele dysfunctie van de rechter ventrikel optreedt
enerzijds en de nood voor meerdere ingrepen anderzijds door vroegere klepvervanging gezien
beperkte duurzaamheid van de kleppen. In 2000 werd een percutane klepstent ontwikkeld die een
nieuw tijdperk inluiden van behandel opties voor patiënten met een congenitale hartziekte.
De morbititeit en mortaliteit van percutane vervangingstechniek van de longslagaderklep werd
geëvalueerd. De duurzaamheid van de geïmplanteerde kleppen werd geëvalueerd. De percutane
vervanging van de longslagaderklep vertoonde geen procedure of klep gerelateerd overlijden. De
klepfunctie van de Melody™ klepstent bleef goed bewaard tot 11 jaar na implantatie. De voornaamste
reden voor klepdysfunctie was endocarditis. De helft van de patiënten met endocarditis hadden nood
aan een heringreep. Adequaat plaatsen van pre-stent in de rechter kamer uitstroombaan deed het
risico op hemodynamisch belangrijke stent fracturen dalen.
De toepasbaarheid van percutane vervanging van de longslagaderklep in patiënten met TOF werd
geëvalueerd. De rechter ventrikel uitstroombaan kan zeer uitgezet worden waardoor percutane
vervanging van de longslagaderklep moeilijk wordt. De haalbaarheid en veiligheid van het plaatsen van
een pre-stent in een sterk uitgezette rechter ventrikel uitstroombaan gevolgd door percutane
vervanging van de longslagaderklep werden geëvalueerd. De studie toont aan dat in patiënten met
TOF met een uitgezette rechter ventrikel uitstroombaan het mogelijk om een pre-stent te plaatsen
gevolgd door percutane vervanging van de longslagaderklep en dat dit veilig kan worden uitgevoerd.
Het gebruik van ballon ondervraging van de uitstroombaan is cruciaal in correcte maatberekening. In
een specifieke subgroep van patiënten kent deze techniek een lage morbiditeit en geen mortaliteit.
Stent fracturen kunnen aanleiding geven tot dysfunctie van de klepstent en vormen een belangrijke
bedreiging voor de lange termijn duurzaamheid van de klepstent. Frequent gebruikte stents en
combinatie van stents werden geanalyseerd op hun weerstand tegen vervorming (stijfheid). De
combinatie van meerdere stents verhoogde aanzienlijk de stijfheid en verminderde hierdoor het risico
op metaal moeheid. Als verschillende stents in fysiek contact met elkaar komen, ontstaan er
galvanische stromen en kan corrosie optreden. Het risico op corrosie werd geëvalueerd. Er trad
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corrosie op van de individuele stents alsook de combinatie van stents, maar verwaarloosbaar weinig
zodat het niet aanleiding kan geven tot een biologisch effect gedurende een mensenleven. Als gevolg
van corrosie zal er 0.3% van de interne diameter van de stentsteunen verdwenen zijn na ongeveer 100
jaar.
Een proefdiermodel werd ontwikkeld met pathofysiologische kenmerken zoals patiënten met
tetralogie van Fallot. Twee historische modellen werden vergeleken waarbij een lekkage van de
longslagaderklep werd geïnduceerd en een banding van de longslagader werd uitgevoerd. Een model
waarbij de klepblaadjes van de longslagaderklep werden weggesneden en een model waarbij een stent
over de longslagaderklep werd geplaatst. De lekkage de longslagaderklep en de uitzetting van het
rechter hart waren significant meer uitgesproken in het model met de stent over de klep. Het model
met initiële banding van de longslagader en vervolgens stent over de klep correleert best met de
pathofysiologische kenmerken van patiënten met TOF. Dit model kan gebruikt worden om rechter
ventrikel remodeling en omgekeerde remodeling na vervanging van de longslagaderklep te
bestuderen.
Vervanging van de longslagaderklep kan de volumeoverbelasting van de rechter ventrikel herstellen,
maar het ideale moment is nog steeds controversieel. Het proefdiermodel met stent over de klep werd
gebruikt om de remodeling en omgekeerde remodeling van de rechter ventrikel na vervanging van de
longslagaderklep op verschillende tijdstippen te bestuderen. De longslagaderklep vertoonde ernstige
lekkage en de rechter ventrikel ernstige volumeoverbelasting in de proefdieren. De longslagaderklep
werd vervangen op 2 verschillende tijdstippen (na 5 maanden en 10 maanden lekkage van de klep).
Vroege vervanging van de longslagaderklep leidde tot snellere omgekeerde remodeling van de rechter
ventrikel, vergeleken met late vervanging waarbij het omgekeerd remodeling proces meer vertraagd
verliep. Vijf maanden na klep vervanging was er geen verschil meer in dimensies van de rechter
ventrikel tussen de dieren met vroege en late klepvervanging. Chronische rechter ventrikel
volumeoverbelasting gaf aanleiding tot fibrose met meer cross-linked collageen en geactiveerde
fibroblasten met verhoogde expressie van alfa-gladdespiercel actine. Proefdieren die klepvervanging
ondergingen hadden minder cross-linked collageen en minder expressie van alfa-gladdespiercel actine,
dit was meest uitgesproken na vroege klepvervanging.
De ideale behandelingsoplossing voor patiënten met TOF bestaat nog niet. De longslagaderklep dient
vervangen te worden voordat er irreversibele dysfunctie van de rechter ventrikel kan optreden. Het
definiëren en opsporen van vroege veranderingen die een toekomstige achteruitgang van de rechter
ventrikel functie of het risico op aritmie kunnen voorspellen, vormt een belangrijke uitdaging voor de
toekomst om zo de behandelingsstrategie te kunnen verfijnen.
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